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No systematic methodology exists for formulating design recommendations on

the effects of waterborne preservative treatments on allowable stress design values.

A rational means is developed to assign design modification factors, for load duration

(CD) and service-use condition or moisture content (MC) in service (Cm). A

mechanistic model is proposed to assign a treatment effects factor (termed the ;

factor) to design values.

The results indicate that a modified CD factor for bending strength is needed

for waterborne preservative-treated lumber. The CD = 2.0 factor for impact loads

should not be applied to waterborne preservative-treated lumber under impact loads

at any moisture content. Furthermore, applicability of the CD factor of 1.6 to

waterborne preservative-treated material exposed to wind/earthquake loads is

questionable. While no adjustment in bending strength or Modulus of Elasticity

appears to be required when No. 1 and better waterborne preservative-treated material

is used green, an design adjustment factor of ; = 0.9 for Fb and MOE appears to be

needed when waterborne preservative-treated lumber is used at MC <15 percent.

A mechanistic model was developed to predict this ; factor. The loss in

bending strength from preservative treatment was a significantly (a<0.05) related to
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the difference in pH between the wood and the treating solution, the temperature of

the preservative fixation, and initial strength-level. This model was selected for its

accuracy and reliability when compared to other mechanistic and empirical models

evaluated.
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Effect of Waterborne Preservative Treatments

on Allowable Stress Design Values

CHAPTER 1. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND INTRODUCTION

PROBLEM

Nationwide, interest has recently been rekindled in highly leach-resistant

waterborne preservatives, like CCA, ACQ, ACA, and ACZA. Two factors have fueled

this interest, the increase in petroleum costs since the 1973 oil embargo of the United

States and an increased environmental awareness of potential mammalian-effects

associated with the use of all preservatives. Since the early 1970's the use of CCA,

ACA, and ACZA has increased by 10 to 20 fold; today, waterborne preservatives

represent the most commonly used wood preservatives used in North America with well

over one-half of the Southern Pine lumber produced in the United States is treated with

CCA (Mickelwright 1990).

The effects of waterborne preservative (WBP) treatments on allowable stress

design (ASD) values have been studied extensively. These studies have produced a

series of processing limitations in treatment standards intended to control the impact of

the treatment processes (Winandy 1991). Still, several problems remain when

formulating design recommendations. Past studies have primarily evaluated the inter-

relationship of pre-treatment, treating, and post-treatment processing as they impact the

effects of chromated copper arsenate (CCA) preservative treatments at near static
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loading conditions and at or near 12-15% equilibrium moisture content (EMC).

Accordingly, our fundamental understanding of the effects of other chemicals, alternative

species, and some important ASD modification factors, such as load duration (i.e., the

CD factor which adjusts design stresses for the time-dependent nature of the load) and

service-use condition (i.e., the Cm factor which adjusts design stresses for moisture

content (MC) in service) is limited.

INTRODUCTION

To address these problems a comprehensive research plan was developed.

Completion of the work outlined in this research plan will produce the following:

develop a general understanding of the overall effects of CCA treatments on

lumber properties by identifying the fundamental mechanisms by which

chemicals or treatment systems affect properties,

identify the need for ASD modification factors (CD, Cm) for CCA-treated

lumber and, if needed, develop new Cr, and Cm factors for CCA-treated wood,

develop a general treatments factor (Cp) based on the fundamental

mechanisms of chemical effects,

identify remaining or on-going research needs, and

present a methodology to adjust ASD modification factors for treated

material with a minimal amount of experimental verification as new processes

or chemicals are introduced.
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In Chapter 2, the treatment effects literature will be reviewed and current

engineering design problems resulting from gaps in that existing data-base/literature will

be discussed.

In Chapter 3, the interactive influence of load duration and service condition

(moisture content in-use) for WBP-treated solid-sawn lumber will be explored. Chapter

3 will explore the application of design modification factors (CD for load duration and

Cm for MC) originally developed for untreated wood to CCA-treated material. If these

are not applicable, new CD and Cm factors for CCA-treated wood will be developed.

In Chapter 4, a universal treatment effects theory will be developed by

evaluating a series of independent data sets, some of which are attributable to various

investigators and used with their permission and some of which where originally

designed by this author (Winandy and DeGroot 1980; Winandy 1985). This broad

analysis and development of an underlying theory will account for the fundamental

processing, anatomical, and chemical nature of strength loss. From a practical

standpoint, this fundamental approach will enable engineers and code authorities to

develop a new ASD modification factor (Cp), which predicts the general effects of

preservative systems on mechanical properties over a variety of conditions. In the

conclusion of this chapter, the newly developed fundamental approach to designing with

WBP-treated wood will be summarized. This new approach will enable engineers to

adjust and/or refine modification factors as preservative systems evolve or new chemical

systems or technologies emerge. The remaining critical research needs will also be

discussed.
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Finally, a proposed test method for evaluating the effects of new preservatives,

new species-grade-size combinations of lumber, or modified treatment processing

conditions is presented as an appendix. This section will provide specific methodologies

for predicting the effects of new systems and/or technologies on mechanical properties.

This knowledge should aid future scientists in understanding the basis for property

effects. This understanding will then minimize the experimental verification required

for estimating the impacts of these new systems or technologies. The goal will be to

minimize future research of the scope which was required to address problems with

CCA-preservative systems.
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CHAPTER 2. A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

ON WATERBORNE PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT EFFECTS

INTRODUCTION

In North America the primary waterborne wood preservatives are chromated

copper arsenate (CCA), ammoniacal copper arsenate (ACA), and ammoniacal copper

zinc arsenate (ACZA). In this chapter, the effects of preservative treatment on the

physical and mechanical properties of wood, especially waterborne preservative

treatment, will be reviewed. Where appropriate, limitations will be discussed which

have been implemented in treating standards to control the impacts of preservative

treatments on strength. In the final part of this chapter, modifications to allowable

design stresses will be discussed.

TREATMENT WITH OIL-TYPE PRESERVATIVES

Treatment with oil-type preservative treatments, which were extensively studied in the

early part of the twentieth century (Hatt 1906, Gregory 1915, Harkom and coworkers

1930, 1931, Wilson 1930, Thunell 1941, Luxford and MacLean 1951), usually results

in no appreciable strength loss because these chemicals do not react with wood cell-wall

components. Still, treatment with oil-type preservatives can adversely affect strength

if certain allowable in-retort seasoning parameters are exceeded (for Boultonizing, steam

conditioning, vapor drying, etc.) and/or if excessive temperatures or pressures are

employed during the actual treating process. The impact of thermal exposure during

5
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oil-type preservative treatments was extensively studied (Hunt 1915, -Hatt 1927,

MacLean 1927, 1951, 1952, 1953). As a result, specific limitations were implemented

in American Wood Preservers' Association (AWPA) Standards to minimize these effects

(Barnes and Winandy 1986).

TREATMENT WITH WATERBORNE PRESERVATIVES

In North America, zinc chloride was the first large-scale commercial waterborne

preservative. Partially because of negative effects on strength, but mostly because of

related problems including decreased dimensional stability, increased hygroscopicity,

blooming, and fastener corrosion, waterborne preservative use declined over the first half

of the twentieth century. However, the 1973 oil embargo of the United States together

with increased environmental awareness of potential mammalian-effects associated with

the use of oil-type preservatives, have rekindled interest in waterborne preservatives,

especially the highly leach-resistant waterborne preservatives, like CCA, ACA, and

ACZA. Since the early 1970's the use of CCA, ACA, and ACZA has increased by 10

to 20 fold; today, waterborne preservatives represent the most commonly used wood

preservatives used in North America with well over one-half of the Southern Pine

lumber produced in the United States is treated with CCA (Mickelwright 1990).

Many of the metallic oxides commonly used in acidic waterborne preservative

formulations (pH 1.6 to 2.5) react with the cell wall components by undergoing

hydrolytic reduction upon contact with wood sugars. In this process, known as fixation,

the metals are reduced to water-insoluble forms by oxidization of the wood cell-wall
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components. Fixation is a time-dependent function of temperature which can be

accomplished in several hours at temperatures above >100°C (Wood et al 1980), 4 to

7 days at 50°C, or 2 to 6 weeks at 20°C (Dahlgren and Hartford 1972). To overcome

preservative treatability problems with many refractory (i.e., difficult-to-treat) species,

ammoniacal-based waterborne preservatives are commonly used at elevated

temperatures. Heat and ammonia cause the wood to swell, thereby increasing

preservative penetration. Ammoniacal waterborne preservative formulations (pH > 11)

do not react with the crystalline cellulose of the cell wall, but can actively react with the

lignin, amorphous cellulose, and hemicellulose (Lebow 1992, Ostmeyer 1987, Ostmeyer

et al 1988, 1989).

The addition of heat, during treatment and after treatment, accelerates hydrolytic

fixation reactions causing strength reduction. The sensitivity to strength loss on

exposure to elevated temperatures with waterborne preservative formulations is also

magnified by the high moisture contents induced by the water solvent in the systems.

Waterborne preservative treatments generally reduce the mechanical properties

of wood (Winandy 1988a, 1991). The effects from waterborne preservative treatment

on mechanical properties appear to be directly related to several key material factors and

pre-treatment, treatment, and post-treatment processing factors. These factors include:

species,

mechanical property,

chemistry and/or chemical type,

retention,
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post-treatment drying temperature,

size of material,

grade of material,

product type,

initial kiln-drying temperature, and

incising (if required).

Each of these factors has the potential to influence the effects of the treatment on

mechanical properties. Each will be specifically reviewed.

Species

The general magnitude of the effect of various waterborne preservatives on

mechanical properties does not appear to be different for different species. Burmeister

and Becker (1963) evaluated small clear specimens of European beech, pine, and spruce

using ten different waterborne preservative formulations at retentions ranging from 0.5

to 1.5 lb/ft' (to 24 kg/m3). They found no consistent differences related to species in

modulus of rupture (MOR), maximum crushing strength parallel-to-grain (MCS), or

impact bending strength. Later, Burmeister (1970) again compared European beech and

pine this time treated with CCA, chromated copper borate (CCB), and chromated

fluorinated arsenate (CFA) and found no species related differences. Thompson (1964)

studied four waterborne preservatives and noted no practical differences in loss of

toughness between yellow poplar and sweetgum at retentions to 4.0 lb/ft3 (to 64 kg/m3)

or with blackgum up to 2.0 lb/ft3 (to 32 kg/m3). Baechler et al (1964) evaluated the
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effects of four waterborne preservatives on toughness for four species. They found that

when species-related differences existed, these differences seemed to be more related to

differential preservative penetration rather than to an inherent difference in chemical

sensitivity between species. McMillen and Drow (1956) reported losses in toughness

for CCA-treated red oak comparable to the impact bending strength later reported for

other species (Burmeister and Becker 1963, Thompson 1964, and Baechler et al 1964).

Hesp and Watson (1964) found Scots pine had nearly identical changes in MOR when

compared to the three species of Burmeister and Becker (1963). Resch and Parker

(1982) compared Southern Pine and Douglas-fir round stock treated to 2.5 Ibift3 (to 40

kg/m3) with ACA and small clear specimens cut from that round stock; they found no

species-related difference in strength loss. Winandy et al (1989) compared results with

CCA-treated Douglas-fir to their earlier results with CCA-treated Southern Pine

(Winandy et al 1985) and concluded that no species effect existed, but that an

interaction did exist between species and the effects of redrying temperature. They

proposed that species-related differences are probably as much related to differential

resistance to thermal exposure as to chemical exposure because Douglas-fir is

recognized as being more sensitive to thermal degradation than is Southern Pine (Kozlik

1968, Koch 1968, Yao and Taylor 1979).

Mechanical Properties

Each mechanical property is affected differently by waterborne preservative

treatment. Some waterborne preservatives, such as ZnCI, have no significant effect on
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modulus of elasticity (MOE) and MCS, but significantly reduce MOR and energy-related

properties like work-to-maximum load (WML) and impact bending (Luther 1921,

Wilson and Bateman 1921). Burmeister and Becker (1963) studied ten waterborne

preservatives and found little effect from treatment on static bending and compression

strength, but generally noted 5 to 20 percent reductions in impact strength after air

redrying. Others have also noted significant reductions in energy related properties

without corresponding losses in other properties (McMillen and Drow 1956, Pechman

and Aufsess 1968, Burmeister 1970, Bendtsen et al 1983).

There are numerous reports that MOE is unaffected by many waterborne

preservative treatments (Bendtsen et al 1983, Lacey 1983, Lee 1985, Winandy et al

1983, Winandy et al 1985, Mitchell and Barnes 1986, Barnes and Moore 1987).

Waterborne preservatives can have varying effects on MCS of air-dried wood

as shown by reported decreases (Nishimoto and Inoye 1955, Wazny and Krajewski

1987), no changes (Koukal et al 1960), or slight increases (Shibamoto and Inoue 1962,

Wood et al 1980, Mitchell and Barnes 1986, Burmeister and Becker 1963) as retention

increases. However, MCS can be significantly reduced when redrying temperatures

exceed 180°F (70°C) (Winandy et al 1985).

Bending strength is the most studied wood strength property. A comprehensive

literature review of the waterborne preservative treatments effects literature concluded

that MOR was reduced from 0 to 20 percent depending on the severity of many factors

(Winandy 1988). The magnitude of the general effect on MOR was related to

waterborne preservative chemistry and redrying temperature. Thus, the effect of
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waterborne treatments on bending strength cannot be completely understood

independently and will be more completely discussed in the redrying temperature section

after the critical influences of waterborne preservative chemistry and redrying are

introduced.

A variety of other mechanical properties have also been evaluated. The tensile

strength parallel-to-grain (UTS) data are limited and indicate that UTS is affected by

CCA treatment and redrying in a manner similar to MOR (Winandy et al 1992). Tensile

strength perpendicular-to-grain was reported to be differentially affected in the radial and

tangential direction (Bariska e al 1987), but a second study found no differential effect

between tensile strength perpendicular-to-grain in the radial or tangential directions

(Winandy 1988b). Lee (1985) evaluated shear strength parallel-to-grain and found no

CCA treatment-induced effect. Hardness is unchanged (Mitchell and Barnes 1986) or

slightly increased (Williams 1986, Pierce 1986).

In summation, the effects of waterborne preservative treatment on mechanical

properties under standard-specified conditions (AWPA 1991):

MOE is usually unaffected,

MCS is usually unaffected to slightly increased,

MOR is often reduced from 0 to 20 percent depending on the retention and

severity of redrying temperature employed, and

Energy-related properties are usually reduced from 10 to 50 percent (Winandy

1988a).
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Chemistry or Chemical Type

The magnitude of the effect of each waterborne preservative chemical system

on strength appears small when compared to the effects of other treating factors. Those

apparent differences seem to be related to waterborne preservative chemistry and the

severity of that preservative's fixation/precipitation reaction. Burmeister and Becker

(1963) compared ten waterborne preservative systems and found no consistent

chemistry-related differences in strength effects. Burmeister (1970) compared

chromium-containing preservatives, like CCA, CCB, and CFA, and found no

preservative-related differences in strength effects. A comprehensive study designed to

detect subtle chemistry-related differences between the effects of three waterborne

preservative formulations found that CCA-Type A resulted in greater loss in rapid-

bending strength than treatment with CCA-Type B which in turn resulted in greater

losses than did treatment with ACA (Bendtsen et al 1983). Bendtsen et al (1983)

postulated that loss in rapid-bending strength was related to chromium content.

Winandy et al (1983) showed a significant reduction in toughness following

conventional full-cell treatment followed by redrying. These reductions ranged from 16

to 23 percent for specimens treated with 0.6 lb/ft3 (9.6 kg/m3) CCA-Type C and from

36 to 47 percent for specimens treated with 2.5 lb/ft3 (40 kg/m) when dried after

treatment at 190°F (88°C). Delay between treatment and initiation of redrying had no

practical effect on toughness suggesting that it did not matter whether the CCA was

rapidly fixed during the initial stages of the kiln redrying process or whether it was

allowed to first undergo slow fixation at room temperature, then dried in a kiln.
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Evans et al (1991) noted no difference in impact bending strength for slash pine

treated with CCA, CCA with a wax emulsion added to the treating solution, and CCA

with an oil emulsion added when tested at 12 percent moisture content and at green

moisture content conditions. They concluded that water repellents added to CCA had

no practical effect on impact bending strength at either moisture content.

Zahora et al (1991) and Archer et al (1992) evaluated ammoniacal copper

quaternary (ACQ) systems at Copper-to-Quat ratios of 1:1 to 1:3 with ACA and CCA

Type C. They found no differential effect on mechanical properties between the various

formulations. More recent work on lumber found that ACQ-treated and air-redried

Southern Pine lumber was nearly identical in stiffness and bending strength to CCA-

treated and kiln-redried material (Barnes et al 1993). They also found that the stiffness

of ACQ-treated and kiln-dried material was unaffected, but bending strength was

significantly reduced when compared to the other two treatment-redrying conditions.

No explanation was provided for the increased effect of ACQ on strength when redried.

Winandy et al (1989) evaluated the effect of ACA and CCA treatments on small

clear specimens of Douglas-fir. They found no differential effect on bending strength

between ACA- or CCA-treated Douglas-fir when air-dried or kiln-dried at 140°F (60°C)

or with ACA-treated material when kiln-dried at 170°F (77°C). However, the bending

strength of CCA-treated Douglas-fir was significantly reduced when kiln-dried at 170°F

(77°C).

In conclusion, the common North American waterborne preservative systems can

be generally classified by their effects on strength as:
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(least effect) (most effect)

ACA = ACZA < CCA-B < ACQ = CCA-C < CCA-A

In practice, other factors, such as variable retention and penetration, lumber grade, and

species factors, have greater effect than does chemistry on strength. This makes the

small differences in strength effects related to waterborne preservative chemistry of little

practical importance when choosing a chemical system.

Retention

In general, waterborne preservative retentions of <1.0 lb/ft3 (16 kg/m3) appear

to have little negative effect on strength (Bendtsen et al 1983, Lee 1985, Lutomski 1976,

Nishimoto and Inoye 1955, Resch and Parker 1982, Terentjev 1972, Winandy et al 1985,

Winandy et al 1989, Wood et al 1980, Zahora et al 1991). At CCA and ACA retention

levels of 2.5 lb/ft3 (40 kg/m3), MOR is often reduced and energy-related properties are

significantly reduced (Thompson 1964, Wood et al 1980, Resch and Parker 1982,

Bendtsen et al 1983, Winandy et al 1983, Winandy et al 1985).

Post-treatment Drying Temperature

Air drying after treatment causes no apparent reduction in strength of wood

treated with waterborne preservative at retentions of s1.0 lb/ft3 (16 kg/m3), however,

energy-related properties are reduced (Burmeister and Becker 1963, Hesp and Watson

1964, Bendtsen eta! 1983, Lee 1985, Lutomski 1976, Nishimoto and Inoye 1955, Resch
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and Parker 1982, Winandy et al 1983, Winandy et al 1985, Winandy et al 1989, Wood

et al 1980).

The effects of waterborne preservative treatment and post-treatment kiln-drying

temperature on mechanical properties has been the subject of extensive study. Wood et

al (1980) showed significant reductions in MOR for southern pine treated with

CCA-Type C at a retention of 2.5 lb/113(40 kg/m) when exposed to in-cylinder fixation

temperatures of about 212°F (100°C) using the MSU process. This effect on MOR was

not noted at lower retentions of 1.0 lb/ft3 (16 kg/m). Losses of toughness ranging from

approximately 10 percent at 1.0 lb/ft3 (16 kg/m) to 32 percent at 2.5 lb/ft3 (40 kg/m3)

were also noted.

Bendtsen et al (1983) studied the energy-to-failure in a near impact bending

scenario using a rapid bending test (0.02 sec to failure) of longleaf pine treated with

ACA, CCA Type A, or CCA Type B. For material kiln-dried after treatment at 140°F

(60°C), MOR generally decreased with increasing retention for all preservatives. This

loss in rapid-bending strength associated with a redrying temperature of 140°F (60°C)

was significant for CCA Type B at a retention of 2.5 lb/ft3 (40 kg/m) and for

CCA-Type A at retentions of 0.6 and 2.5 lb/ft3 (9.6 and 40 kg/m3). Treatment with

ACA resulted in significant reductions only for WML, even at a retention of 2.5 lb/ft3

(40 kg/m3). The losses in MOR ranged from 11 to 16 percent. The losses in Work to

maximum load (WML) were more severe, with significant reductions ranging from

about 16 to 50 percent depending on the type of treatment. Their conclusion was that
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kiln redrying consistently caused more severe strength loss than air drying after

treatment.

Barnes and Mitchell (1984) found that average MOR was significantly reduced

by 8 percent when redried at 190°F (88°C) and reduced by 12 percent at 240°F (116°C)

when compared to untreated controls.

Winandy et at (1985) empirically modeled the relationship between CCA-Type

C preservative retention level and redrying temperature on several mechanical properties.

They found that for CCA-Type C retentions from 0.25 to 1.0 lb/ft3 (4.0 to 16 kg,/m3) and

redrying temperatures of <140°F Cs60°C) had no effect on MS, MOR, MOE, and

WML when compared to similarly dried controls (Winandy et at 1985). However, when

redrying temperatures were increased to 180°F (82°C) or above, MOR and VVML were

reduced 11 and 37 percent, respectively, while MCS and MOE remained unaffected

when compared to similarly dried controls. For material treated to marine (2.5 lb/ft3 (40

kg/m3)) retentions they noted an even greater sensitivity to redrying temperature. At

redrying temperatures of 140°F (60°C) or less, MS increased 15 percent and WML was

reduced 27 percent, while MOR and MOE were not affected. At 180°F (82°C), MCS

was increased 9 percent and MOR and WML were reduced by 12 and 46 percent,

respectively. At 220°F (104°C), MCS was reduced 9 percent, MOR was reduced

30 percent, and WML was reduced 68 percent. They concluded that at retention of

<1.00 lb/ft3 (<16 kg/m3) and redrying temperatures of 140°F (60°C) or below, the

reductions in strength and stiffness from waterborne preservative treatments were

probably not severe enough to warrant concern. However, in instances where redrying
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temperatures exceeded 180°F (82°C), losses in bending strength become significant. To

further predict the impacts of redrying temperature in this study the authors developed

an quadratic model (Figures 2.1 and 2.2). Based on this model, they recommended that

redrying temperatures as high as 160°F (71°C) might be successfully used without

adversely affecting allowable design stresses for MOE, MCS, or MOR.

Mitchell and Barnes (1986) found that mean MOR was reduced 11 and 13

percent for small, clear specimens of CCA-Type A treated Southern Pine (0.3 lb/ft' (4.8

kg/m3)) when redried at 190°F and 240°F (88°C and 116°C), respectively. Mean

toughness was reduced 12 and 22 percent when redried at 190°F and 240°F (88°C and

116°C), respectively. Using a 3-parameter Weibull model fit to their data (60 specimens

per treatment-redrying combination), they warned that estimated 5th percentile for MOR

was reduced even more than the mean values. At redrying temperatures of 190°F and

240°F (88°C and 116°C) reductions of 17 and 18 percent, respectively, in the estimated

5th percentile were found.

Winandy (1985) summarized that waterborne preservative retention, waterborne

preservative type, or species were not as important as redrying temperature. Because

redrying temperature for waterborne preservative-treated material was deemed critical,

AWPA Standards now include processing limitations on redrying temperature to

preclude the need for an across-the-board ASD modification factor in engineering design

standards for waterborne preservative-treated lumber.
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Figure 2.1 An example of the relationship between CCA retention and
redrying temperature for the modulus of rupture (MOR) of clear southern
pine (Winandy et al 1985).
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Figure 2.2 An example of the relationship between CCA retention and redrying
temperature for the work to maximum load (WML) of clear southern pine (Winandy et
al 1985).



Size

While early studies employed small clear specimens, the complex questions of

size and grade during pre-treatment, treatment, and post-treatment processing also are

critical (Winandy 1985).

A recent study evaluated commercially-graded No. 2, Southern Pine 2 by 6

lumber (38 x 152 mm) treated with CCA-Type C (0.4 or 0.6 lb/ft3 (6.4 or 9.6 kg/m3))

and either air-dried or kiln-dried after treatment at 160°, 190° or 240°F (71°, 88°, or

116°C) (Winandy and Boone 1988). A companion study looked at CCA-treated 2 by

4 lumber (38 x 89 mm) which was either air-dried or kiln-dried after treatment at 240°F

(116°C) (Winandy 1989). Few differences were noted between the two widths of

nominal 2-inch (38 mm) thick lumber.

Generally, larger sizes appear to be reduced in strength less than smaller sizes.

Recalling that preservative treatments usually only penetrate the treated material to a

depth of 0.25 to 2.0 inches (6 to 51 mm), the differential size relation is probably

related to the surface-to-volume ratio of each product. For example, at comparable

retentions, poles and piles are generally reduced in strength far less than lumber, which

in turn, is reduced in strength less than small specimens (Barnes and Winandy 1986;

1989; Winandy 1988).

Grade

20

Barnes and Mitchell (1984) noted that while MOE was not affected, the ASD

values for bending (Fb) of No. 1 & better Southern Pine 2 by 6 lumber (38 x 152 mm)
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were reduced 1.5 to 2 times average values when treated to 0.3 lb/ft' (4.8 kg/e) with

CCA-Type A, then redried using either a conventional (190°F (88°C)) or a

high-temperature (240°F (116°C)) schedule. They showed that Fb was reduced by 14

percent when redried at 190°F (88°C) and by 19 percent at 240°F (116°C), respectively

(Figure 2.3). The authors also found a direct correlation between the results of their

small-scale tests (Mitchell and Barnes 1986) to their tests of nominal 2 by 6 lumber (38

x 152 mm) (Barnes and Mitchell 1984).

Knuffel (1985) found that the MCS of short sections of CCA-treated South

African pine was reduced in the lower tails of the MCS distributions more than mean

values for both visual- and machine-stress rated grades. In addition, the reduction in

mean MS and ASD value in compression parallel-to-grain (F.) tended to be greater for

the higher grades of lumber. The South African grades studies were V-5, V-7, and V-10

which correspond fairly well with the North American grades of No. 2, No. 1, and

Select Structural, respectively (ANSI 1970). These MCS results appear to agree with

the bending strength results of Barnes and Mitchell (1984).

Studies of No. 2, Southern Pine 2 by 6 (38 x 152 mm) and 2 by 4 (38 x 89

mm) lumber found no differences between untreated No. 2 grade controls and

CCA-treated lumber in the lower tails of the bending strength distributions below the

25th-40th percentile (Figure 2.4 and 2.5) (Winandy and Boone 1988, Winandy 1989).

Thus, CCA did not appear to significantly reduce Fb (Winandy and Boone 1988,

Winandy 1989) or F, (Knuffel 1985) for the lower grades of lumber.
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Figure 2.4 Cumulative distribution of MOR (psi) for three treatment groups kiln-dried
after treatment at 160°F (71°C) and for the control group: (a) entire distribution; (b)
magnification of lower 50th percentile of (a). FDN = 0.6 lb/ft3 (9.6 kg/m) CCA; GRD
= 0.4 lb/ft3 (6.4 kg/m) CCA; H20 = water treated (Winandy and Boone 1988).
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Figure 2.5 Cumulative distribution of MOR (psi) for three treatment groups kiln-dried
after treatment at 240°F (116°C) and for the control group: (a) entire distribution; (b)
magnification of lower 50th percentile of (a). FDN = 0.6 lb/ft3 (9.6 kg/m3) CCA; GRD
= 0.4 lb/ft3 (6.4 kg/m3) CCA; H20 = water treated (Winandy and Boone 1988).
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Most importantly, Winandy and Boone (1988) and Winandy (1989) noted that

as redrying temperature increased, higher redrying temperatures caused CCA-induced

strength loss to occur in a lower percentile range of the bending strength distribution

when compared to lower temperatures. In addition, they noted that the initial percentile

level at which CCA effects first began to appear seemed to decline as grade or quality

increased. Later, in comparing these results with the work of Barnes and Mitchell

(1984) and Knuffel (1985), a theory based on material quality was proposed in which

the lower strength pieces of the lower grades are unaffected by CCA treatment, but the

higher strength pieces of the lower grades and all pieces in the higher grades are

somewhat reduced in strength (Winandy 1991a). Thus, the impact of CCA-treatment

can be thought of as a quality dependent phenomenon when comparing different grades

or rank-order or percentile dependent within any single grade distribution. This

phenomenon is evident when comparing the cumulative frequency distributions of

various groups redried at 160°F (71°C) to those redried at 240°F (116°C). At 160°F

(71°C) (Figure 2.4), few differences exist between the two CCA-treated groups (0.4 and

0.6 lb/ft3 (6.4 and 9.6 kg/m3)) and the untreated control group below the 40th percentile

of the bending strength distribution. However, at 240°F (116°C) (Figure 2.5), these

differences begin near the 10th percentile. While both redrying temperatures reacted

with CCA to reduce strength, high-temperature redrying caused decreased strength

throughout a greater proportion of the bending strength distribution than did lower

temperatures.
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In conclusion, it appears that higher grades appear to be reduced in strength

more than lower grades under comparable treatment and processing conditions.

Product type

Recent research on the effects of CCA treatments on nominal 2 by 10(38 x 235

mm) scaffold planks made from Southern Pine laminated veneer lumber have shown that

while average bending strength was not affected, the estimated fifth-percentile values

were reduced (Woodson 1985) when using the American Society for Testing and

Materials (ASTM) D245 procedure to derive ASD value (ASTM 1991). Reductions in

ASD values for laminated veneer lumber of 10% for Fb, F and F and by 5% for F.

and MOE were suggested. Thus, the magnitude of the CCA effect on strength for

laminated veneer lumber conforms quite closely to CCA effects previously noted for the

higher grades of solid-sawn lumber.

The effects of waterborne preservative treatments on plywood seem comparable

to lumber (Countryman 1957, Lee 1985, Khouadja et al 1991). In comparing the effects

of CCA treatment and redrying on plywood to published results for lumber at

comparable levels of retention and redrying, Khouadja et al (1991) concluded that

redrying limits for plywood should probably not exceed 160°F (71°C).

Fiber-based composite products seem to be reduced in strength to a slightly

greater degree than lumber (Adams et al 1981). This effect in fiber-based composites

may be more a function of internal bond damage caused by waterborne preservative
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treatment-induced swelling rather that chemical hydrolysis. However, further studies

would be necessary to fully delineate this effect.

Initial kiln-drying Temperature

The susceptibility of a product to CCA-induced strength reduction is also

dependent upon the severity of pre-treatment processing factors (Winandy and Barnes

1991). This effect may be related to the natural resistance of the wood species and size

combination being considered to thermal degradation inpre-treatment processing. While

initial kiln drying of southern pine lumber at high temperatures of 212-240°F

(100-116°C) for short durations apparently has little effect on its structural properties

(Koch 1976, Yao and Taylor 1979), it does result in more degradation of the cell wall

than drying at lower-temperature kiln schedules (Thompson and Stevens 1976).

Subsequent preservative treatment and redrying of material initially dried at high

temperatures seems to cause additional hydrolytic degradation.

Recent work has shown that initial kiln drying at 235°F (113°C) resulted in

slightly bigger reductions throughout the entire bending and tensile strength distributions

than did initial kiln drying at 196°F (91°C) when subsequently treated with CCA (Barnes

et al 1990, Winandy et al 1992). Because most Southern Pine lumber is initially kiln

dried at high temperatures, the implications of these results are significant. If initial

kiln-drying temperature is unlimited and if redrying temperatures as high as 190°F

(88°C) were maintained in AWPA Standards, reduction of allowable design values

would be required (Winandy and Barnes 1991). In response to these results, AWPA
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recently lowered its redrying temperature limit for solid-sawn lumber and timber from

190°F (88°C) to 160°F (71°C) in AWPA Standards C-2 and C-22 (AWPA 1991).

Incising

While treating standards can limit most significant reductions in ASD values,

incising adds an additional potential for further strength loss. Incising is used to

improve preservative penetration and distribution in difficult-to-treat species. Incising

reduces strength (Perrin 1978); however, it is generally agreed that this strength loss is

beneficial in the long-run because the increase in treatability provides a substantial

increase in biological performance. For example, incised nominal 2 by 4 lumber (38

x 89 mm) may be reduced in strength by 20 to 30 percent when compared to unincised

material (Palka et al 1984, Lam and Morris 1991), but the incised-treated product will

provide a longer, more reliable service life compared to the unincised product.

Accordingly, incising is required by AWPA treating standards for many difficult-to-treat

softwood species (AWPA 1992). The effects of incising are currently being investigated

by several laboratories. Until more information is available, the limited technical

literature supports a 10% reduction in MOE and a 20 to 25 percent reduction in

allowable design stresses (Fb , F Fc, F) for nominal 2-inch thick lumber and a 0-10

percent reduction for thicker material (Palka et al 1984, Lam and Morris 1991).
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DESIGN MODIFICATIONS

Over the last decade, several AWPA Standards have incorporated post-treatment

redrying temperature limits to limit strength effects in the lower tails of the lumber

strength distributions as a means of avoiding ASD adjustments. As a result, few ASD

modifications are required if material is treated with waterborne preservatives to AWPA

Standards (A'WPA 1992). The exceptions involve adjustments in standard design

procedures for marine-treated materials and possible modifications for incised material

as discussed in the previous section.

In-service Time and Temperature Effects

The effect of four waterborne preservatives on the toughness of four softwood

species were evaluated after exposure in a cooling tower over a period of 24 years

(Baechler et al 1966, Gjovik et al 1972, Bendtsen 1990). No changes in toughness

between species or waterborne preservative were noted during four periodic evaluations

over the 24-year exposure. Similar results were obtained with impact bending strength

after exposure at 20°C and 65 percent relative humidity for 3 months to 5 years

(Pechman and Aufsess 1968). The effects of CCA Type C on MOR after high-

temperature exposures of 60 and 160 days at 150°F (66°C) and 75 percent relative

humidity were recently evaluated (Winandy 1993). Results indicate that CCA treatment

accelerated the thermal degradation when compared to that of matched untreated lumber.

These results indicate that the ASD modification factor for temperature (Cr) for
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waterborne preservative-treated lumber, which is currently based on the factor for

untreated lumber, might need to be lowered for waterborne preservative-treated material.

In-service Load Duration Effects

No reductions are currently required in allowable design stresses (10-year

loading) for lumber treated with waterborne preservatives (National Design

Specifications (NDS) 1991). However, reductions in energy-related properties are

usually about 1.5 to 2 times those reported for static strength properties. This then leads

to the only exception in the NDS design standards for preservative treated material, that

being that the design engineer can not modify (increase) allowable design stresses when

considering impact-type loading for material treated to marine retentions with

waterborne preservatives. The application of the ASD modification factor for duration-

of-load (CD) from untreated lumber was recently evaluated for CCA type C-treated

Southern Pine 2 by 4 lumber (38 x 89 mm) (Soltis and Winandy 1989). They found

that changes in a treated materials performance under extended load duration occurred

at or above the 40th percentile of the static strength distribution. They concluded that

because ASD values were derived from fifth-percentile value that the CD factor could

be applied to treated material.
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CONCLUSIONS

Waterborne preservative treatments generally reduce the mechanical properties

of wood. The effects of waterborne preservative treatment on mechanical properties are

directly related to several key wood material factors and pre-treatment, treatment, and

post-treatment processing factors. The key factors included preservative chemistry

and/or chemical type, retention, post-treatment drying temperature, initial kiln-drying

temperature, grade of material, and incising (if required). Each of these factors has the

potential to influence the effects of the treatment on mechanical properties.

While the long-range goal should be to develop a theoretical model based on

a materials approach, the interactive nature of the processing and chemical factors must

first be understood to define limits of reliability about any theoretical model (Winandy

1985).
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CHAPTER 3: INFLUENCE OF LOADING RATE AND

MOISTURE CONTENT ON CCA TREATMENT EFFECTS

PROBLEM

While the previous chapter showed that the effects of waterborne preservative

(WBP) treatments on mechanical properties have been researched extensively, their

relationship to allowable stress design (ASD) values has only been studied in recent

years. Post-treatment redrying temperatures and lumber quality (i.e., grade) appear to

be the decisive considerations in assessing the effects of chromated copper arsenate

(CCA) preservative treatments on ASD. While American Society for Testing and

Materials (ASTM) and American Wood Preservers' Association (AVVPA) Standards now

include specific limits on redrying temperatures (ASTM 1991c, AWPA 1991b), two

additional problems limit the application of this data to engineering design.

Previous studies have primarily evaluated the effects of WBP treatment at or near

static loading conditions (times to failure 30 s to 5 min) and at or near 12 to 15 percent

equilibrium moisture content (EMC). Accordingly, our understanding of the modifying

influence of load duration and moisture content (MC) upon the effects of preservative

treatment on allowable design properties is limited. This has presented problems when

formulating consensus engineering design recommendations which broadly apply

modification factors to ASD. Currently, the modification factors for treated wood for

load duration and for in-service MC are identical to the modification factors for

untreated wood. This practice reflects the absence of test data, and therefore

41
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engineering experience, for waterborne preservative-treated lumber tested at faster than

static loading rates (1 to 2 in/min (25 to 50 mm/min)) or at other than approximate 12

percent EMC conditions. The possible impact of this lack of knowledge becomes

critical recalling that CCA-materials are (by design) subjected to high-moisture

environments and that energy-related properties, such as impact bending and work-to-

maximum load which are most indicative of dynamic performance, are most affected by

CCA treatment. As a result, the National Design Specification (NDS) (NFPA 1991)

does not allow the application of the traditional load duration (CD) modification factor

for impact-loading to CCA material treated to 2.5 lb/ft3 (40.0 kg/m3). During the

development of the most recent NDS (NFPA 1991) the consensus opinion was that

specific engineering design guidance was needed on two issues related to treated wood.

The first was whether the traditional service condition modification factor (i.e., the wet-

use factor) (Cm) for untreated material should be employed for treated material. The

second was whether the traditional CD factor for untreated wood could be applied to

terrestrial CCA retention levels (s0.6 lb/ft3, s40.0 kg/m) under dynamic

wind/earthquake and impact load situations, CD = 1.6 and CD = 2.0, respectfully.

The limited duration of load data for CCA-treated lumber has shown that

duration-of-load (DOL) response at 10 percent level of the expected stress level

distribution was similar to untreated lumber (Soltis and Winandy 1989), but that time-

dependent creep-rupture failure rate of CCA-treated material at a 40 percent expected

stress level was significantly accelerated when compared to untreated material. The
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authors concluded that traditional CD factors for untreated wood could be applied to

CCA-treated lumber because tabulated ASD values relate to a 5 percent stress level.

The lack of a load-duration model under dynamic loading conditions and of a

service-condition model for waterborne preservative-treated wood puts the design

community in the position of not knowing if future problems might occur with new

and/or existing structures which are exposed to either unforeseen high dynamic load

and/or elevated moisture content. In the future, the lack of engineering design guidance

may present further problems in securing expanded markets for waterborne

preservative-treated lumber, laminated veneer lumber, or glulam in highly engineered

wood components or structures. Some examples of these anticipated markets are

waterborne preservative-treated parallel-chord trusses over insufficiently-vented crawl

spaces, improperly or unventilated flat-roof or floor truss systems, solar-collector frames,

structural all-weather composite panel or lumber systems, and expanded use of

permanent wood foundations. The validity of "untreated" load duration factor for impact

loading and service condition modification factors in each of these highly "engineered"

treated systems the must be questioned.

OBJECTIVES

This chapter examines the influence of loading rate and moisture content on the

bending strength distributions of waterborne preservative-treated, No. 1 & better,

Southern Pine 2 by 4 (38 x 89 mm) lumber. The results will be used to develop a

dynamic load duration model for waterborne preservative-treated lumber and a load
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duration modification factor (CD) for ASD. A moisture content adjustment (i.e., service

condition) model for waterborne preservative-treated lumber and a service condition

modification factor (Cm) for ASD will also be developed.

METHODS

Design

The experiment used a 3 x 3 x 2 factorial design. The factors were rate-of-

loading (ROL) in bending under constant-deflection, ramp-loading conditions, moisture

content (MC) at test and CCA treatment or lack thereof. The design had approximately

110 replicates per Treatment-ROL-MC combination. Deviations from the plan are shown

in Table 3.1. The sample size was chosen to provide a stable nonparametric estimate of

the 5th percentile which specifically allows calculation of tolerance limits on that

estimate using ASTM D2915 (ASTM 1991e). There were three levels of ROL (static

(0.19 in/min, 4.8 mm/min), 10x static (1.9 in/min, 48.0 mm/min), and 100x static (19.0

in/min, 480 mm/min) (ASTM 1991a); three levels of MC at test (10 percent, 15 percent

and green); and two levels of treatment (0.4 lb/ft3 (6.4 kg/m) CCA-Type C or no

treatment (untreated control)).

Material

Eight-foot long (2.3 m), Southern Pine nominal 2- x 4-inch (38 x 89-mm) lumber

was cut from plantation-grown Pinus taeda logs obtained from south central Arkansas.

The lumber was kiln-dried by the lumber producer to 15 percent (19 percent maximum)



Table 3.1 Experimental design and number of specimens
evaluated in assessing the influence of
rate-of-loading and moisture content on the
effects of CCA preservatives on strength.

Control' CCA-Treated2

Rate of loading Rate of loading
Moisture
Content
at Test

10x 100x 10x 100x
(percent) Static3 Static3

Static Static Static Static

45

The control specimens designated for testing green were treated with water at a
pressure less than 75 lb/in2 (0.5 MPa) and broken immediately after treatment.

2 CCA-C Treated to 0.6 lb/ft3 (9.6 kg/m). Specimens designated for test at 10
percent and 15 percent EMC were kiln-dried after treatment at 160°F (71°C)and
those designated to be tested green were broken immediately after treatment.

3 Static rate-of-loading (0.19 in/min (4.8 mm/min)) (AST'M 1991a).
4 Approximately 75 specimens per group were eliminated from the design because

they were inadvertently equilibrated and tested at 10 percent MC conditions.
5 Mp assumed to be 23 percent (Green et al 1986).

10 111 111 110 111 111 112

15 109 111 374 112 111 334

23
(green)5 111 111 110 112 111 111
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MC using a kiln schedule not exceeding 200°F (93°C). The lumber was then inspected

by a Southern Pine Inspection Bureau (SPIB) quality supervisor to be No. 1 & better

material with the further requirement that the grade-limiting defect was not allowed to

be located within 20 in (508 mm) from either end. This assured that the grade-limiting

defect could then be placed in the maximum moment zone during subsequent bending

tests. The decision to use higher-grade material and to center the grade-limiting defect

in the maximum moment zone was considered conservative because previous studies on

static strength distributions have consistently shown that higher-grade lumber is affected

by CCA treatments to a greater degree than are lower grades (Winandy 1991).

The specimens were equilibrated to constant weight at 74°F (23°C) and 65

percent relative humidity. Each specimen was evaluated full-span (8 ft (2.44 m)) using

a Metrigard E-computer to nondestructively measure transverse vibrational stiffness (El).

Because El is highly correlated with strength, each specimen was then assigned to one

of 18 experimental groups (Table 3.1) in a manner which assured equal El-profiles

within each of the 18 groups. As a result, this sorting procedure significantly increased

the likelihood of starting with nearly equal pre-experimental strength distributions

between the 18 experimental groups.
.

Treatment and Redrying

Specimens designated for treatment with CCA were treated at a commercial

treating plant to a target retention of 0.4 lb/f3 (6.4 kg/m3) using a modified full-cell

treatment process conforming to AWPA C-2 (1991b). An initial vacuum of 10 in (254
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mm) Hg for 35 minutes, was followed by a pressure period of 12 minutes at 150 lb/in2

(1.0 MPa), and a 30 minute final vacuum of 24 in (610 mm) Hg. Final solution

absorption was 16.0 lb/ft3 (256 kg/m3) using a 2.8 percent solution of CCA-Type C

(AWPA 1991d). The control specimens designated for testing in the green condition

were placed in a pressure retort and treated with water at a pressure of less than 75

lb/in2. A lower pressure was used for the water treatment to minimize the possible

impact of the pressure treatment. All CCA-treated specimens were subjected to a wet

time-delay (fixation) period of about 3 days.

The CCA and water treated specimens designated to be tested green were then

destructively broken in bending. The remaining CCA-treated specimens were kiln-dried

with a dry-bulb temperature of 150°F (66°C) with a 15°F (8°C) wet-bulb depression for

24 h, followed by a 30°F (17°C) depression for an additional 14 h to a target MC of

approximately 22 percent (±2 percent). After treating and drying were complete, the

remaining groups intended for testing at 10 percent and 15 percent MC (Table 3.1) were

equilibrated to constant weight in an environment controlled at either 80°F and 65

percent RH (10 percent MC), or at 80°F and 90 percent RH (15 percent MC).

Mechanical Testing

Edgewise, third-point bending tests (ASTM 1991a) were performed except that

ROL was varied at rates of 0.19, 1.90, or 19.0 in/min (4.8, 48.0, or 480 mm/min) of

constant displacement head travel. Span-to-depth ratio was 17:1. Test span was 60 in

(1524 mm) with 20 in (508 mm) between loading points. The grade-limiting knot as
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selected by the SPIB quality inspector was placed in the maximum-moment area of the

beam and randomly placed up or down for location in the tension or compression zone.

Data were collected digitally via an interfaced data-logger and a microcomputer. After

failure, both a CCA X-ray analysis block (discussed in next section) and a moisture

content/specific gravity block were cut from an undamaged area near the failure location

of each specimen.

Chemical Analysis

Chemical retention of specimens was determined using a small wafer cut from

approximately 10 percent of the treated specimens after mechanical testing. Analytical

specimens were specifically selected after mechanical testing to represent the entire

range of the bending strength distribution of each CCA-treated group. Ten specimens

from each of the 9 treated groups were selected which represented the 5th, 10th, 25th,

48th, 49th, 50th, 51st, 75th, 90th, and 95th percentiles of the bending strength

distribution of each group. Each specimen was ground to pass a 30 mesh in a Wiley mill

and compacted in a hydraulic press at 20,000 lb/in2 (138 MPa) to form a thin wafer.

These 90 wafers were analyzed by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrophotometry using

an ASOMA Model No. 200. Afterwards, a second subset of 12 specimens was

randomly selected from the 90 assayed wafers and again analyzed using XRF using a

second wafer and by a second technician. This subset of XRF results was used to verify

the reproducibility of the XRF analysis. This second subset of 12 specimens was also
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analyzed using a wet-ashing technique and atomic absorption spectrometry. The atomic

absorption results were used to verify the accuracy of the XRF results.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Chemical Analysis

The average CCA retention of 90 wafers determined by XRF was 0.459 lb/ft3

(7.3 kg/m) with a standard deviation of 0.090 lb/ft3 (1.4 kg/m3). While 2 of 90 CCA

retention values exceed the 95 percent confidence lower limit, a Student's t-test (t

df-89 = 1.986) did not reject the null hypothesis that all 90 retention estimates could be

considered as being taken from the same population (Snedecor and Cochran 1967). For

each of the 9 groups, the range for its 10 observations is shown in Figure 3.1. The

average retention of each group of 10 specimens ranged from a low of 0.41 (Group B)

to a high of 0.503 (Group I). A Student's t-test (t df.9 = 2.306) did not reject the

null hypothesis that all nine CCA-treated groups could be considered as being equal

(Snedecor and Cochran 1967). In Figure 3.1, the 10 observations for each of the 9

groups, are ranked (from left to right) to represent the 5th percentile bending strength

value to the corresponding 95th percentile value. Based on the random nature of CCA

retention within each percentile-ranked group, retention appears to be independent of

rank order within the bending strength distribution.

The second XRF analysis and wet ash/atomic absorption analysis indicate that

the XRF technique was satisfactorily reproducible (Table 3.2). Both analytical

techniques estimated nearly equal levels of copper, but XRF appeared to overestimate

chromium and arsenic retentions by about 11 percent when compared to the more

precise, but time consuming, atomic absorption spectrometric technique.
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Table 3.2. Comparison of wet ash/atomic adsorption (M) analysis to 2 replicates of
X-ray fluoresence (XRF) analysis on 12 randomly selected CCA-treated specimens.

Retention Ratio Cr03 CuO As205M XRF XRF XRF/AA M XRF XRF M XRF XRF M XRF XRFN NN NNN NNN NNN
1 0.47 0.52 0.51 1.09 0.71 0.80 0.77 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.49 0.55 0.54
2 0.31 0.33 0.33 1.06 0.43 0.48 0.46 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.36 0.38 0.38
3 0.43 0.49 0.49 1.13 0.62 0.70 0.69 0.26 0.27 0.28 0.46 0.55 0.55
4 0.53 0.61 0.61 1.14 0.76 0.88 0.88 0.32 0.35 0.35 0.59 0.67 0.68
5 0.33 0.36 0.36 1.08 0.47 0.51 0.51 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.37 0.41 0.42
6 0.36 0.39 0.39 1.08 0.54 0.60 0.59 0.22 0.23 0.23 0.38 0.40 0.41
7 0.40 0.43 0.44 1.10 0.57 0.63 0.65 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.43 0.47 0.48
8 0.25 0.28 0.27 1.10 0.35 0.38 0.37 0.15 0.16 0.15 0.27 0.32 0.32
9 0.33 0.37 0.36 1.11 0.49 0.55 0.54 0.21 0.22 0.21 0.34 0.40 0.39

10 0.51 0.60 0.58 1.15 0.73 0.87 0.85 0.32 0.35 0.34 0.55 0.64 0.63
11 0.28 0.31 0.32 1.11 0.41 0.44 0.45 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.31 0.36 0.37
12 0.48 0.55 0.55 1.14 0.71 0.80 0.80 0.30 0.32 0.32 0.50 0.59 0.60

Mean Ratio = 1.11
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Procedural Anomalies

During the course of these experiments, each group of 110 or so specimens was

divided into 3 pallets of 35-40 specimens to ease handling. During this handling,

approximately 75 specimens in each of two groups originally designated for 15 percent

MC and 100x static ROL were either inadvertently equilibrated to an improper MC of

10 percent or allowed to dry down to 10 percent before testing (Table 3.1). These

improperly equilibrated specimens were destructively tested before the mistake was

discovered. The different MC in these two groups are shown for the untreated group

in Figure 3.2 and for the CCA-treated group in Figure 3.3. Note that 37 specimens in

the untreated group and 33 specimens in the treated group were properly equilibrated

to 15 percent EMC. Since it is unlikely that 75 specimens in two groups would dry so

uniformly down to 10 percent MC and be so distinctly different than the remaining

specimens at 15 percent MC (Figure 3.2 and 3.3), these two subsets of 75 specimens

probably represent separate pallets of lumber which actually were placed in the 10

percent relative humidity room.

The problem of two improperly equilibrated groups presented three choices in

analyzing the results. One option was to delete all specimens in each improperly

equilibrated group, but that would severely impact our ability to identify and understand

possible statistical interactions. This ability to estimate and understand interactions

between main factors was the primary reason a factorial design was initially selected.

Thus, this option was considered too restrictive. A second option was to assign the

specimens intended for 15 percent MC, but equilibrated to 10 percent MC, to the 10
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percent MC groups, but this might disrupt the E-matching within those particular groups.

This second option would also require a proven moisture-adjustment model adaptable

to untreated and CCA-treated material. Such a model does not exist. Thus, this second

option was also considered unacceptable. The third option was to eliminate only

specimens which were improperly equilibrated and keep the remaining smaller subset

of properly equilibrated specimens. To assure that this third option did not disrupt the

original E-matching within these two groups and with respect to the other 16 groups,

an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was conducted to verify that the pre-experimental

El values within each of the 18 groups could still be considered identical. The results

of this ANOVA (Table 3.3) confirmed that there were no significant differences related

to the three main factors (treatment, ROL, or MC) and that there were no significant

main factor interactions. Thus, the third option was selected because the original El-

matching within the two partial groups and between the entire 18 group experiment was

maintained (Table 3.3).

Effects on Mechanical Properties

The means, standard deviations, and nonparametric rank-order estimates of the

various percentiles for the Modulus of Elasticity (MOE) distribution and the bending

strength (MOR) distribution are given for each group in Tables 3.4 and 3.5, respectively.

In analyzing this data, the experimental error can be lowered and the sensitivity of the

mean comparisons increased by analysis of covariance (ANCVA), if some pre-

experimently measured parameter is used to adjust the dependent variable (Snedecor and



Table 3.3 Results of analysis of variance to test that the
E-matching within the 18 experimental groups was
maintained after deleting the 150 specimens
improperly equilibrated at 15% EMC
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Source df Mean
Square

F-value Level of
Significance

Model 17 0.024 0.18 0.9999

Error 1827 0.133

Corrected
Total

1844

_..

Mean Coefficient of
Variation

Root Mean
Square Error
(MSE)

R-square

2.097 17.37 0.364 I 0.00165

Source df Mean
Square

F-value Level of
Significance

TRT 1 0.071 0.53 0.4649

MC 2 0.000 0.00 0.9999

TRT*MC 2 0.067 0.51 0.6031

ROL 2 0.001 0.01 0.9897

TRT*ROL 2 0.101 0.76 0.4658

MC*ROL 4 0.003 0.02 0.9991

TRT*MC*ROL 4 0.076 0.57 0.6817



Table 3.4 Modulus of Elasticity of CCA-treated and untreated No. 1 & better Southern Pine lumber.

Nonparametric
ROL MC Treat n Mean sd PERCENTILILES (ksi)

(lcsi) (Icsi) 5 10 25 50 75 90 95

1 10 unt 111 2.193 0.375 1.614 1.706 1.952 2.170 2.452 2.695 2.830
1 15 unt 109 1.928 0.348 1.358 1.526 1.690 1.942 2.151 2.392 2.564
1 23 unt 111 1.368 0.249 0.984 1.065 1.205 1.371 1.526 1.651 1.812

10 10 unt 111 2.169 0.349 1.572 1.687 1.934 2.187 2.429 2.573 2.733
10 15 unt 111 1.945 0.353 1.385 1.511 1.720 1.895 2.154 2.466 2.634
10 23 unt 111 1.371 0.239 0.972 1.046 1.220 1.412 1.528 1.636 1.729

100 10 unt 110 1.970 0.309 1.515 1.607 1.760 1.931 2.196 2.409 2.504
100 15 unt 037 1.899 0.405 1.263 1.341 1.603 1.869 2.167 2.419 2.673
100 23 unt 110 1.167 0.192 0.82 0.939 1.051 1.167 1.279 1.404 1.480

1 10 cca 111 2.135 0.369 1.508 1.720 1.946 2.125 2.344 2.584 2.761
1 15 cca 112 1.921 0.392 1.384 1.499 1.710 1.888 2.099 2.393 2.513
1 23 cca 112 1.337 0.300 0.923 0.982 1.149 1.314 1.503 1.723 1.887

10 10 cca 111 2.089 0.394 1.483 1.618 1.837 2.078 2.366 2.570 2.736
10 15 cca 111 1.943 0.412 1.390 1.470 1.662 1.887 2.160 2.478 2.805
10 23 cca 110 1.357 0.246 0.991 1.059 1.194 1.345 1.493 1.632 1.804

100 10 cca 112 1.887 0.328 1.432 1.515 1.668 1.844 2.106 2.285 2.413
100 15 cca 033 1.969 0.327 1.395 1.510 1.756 1.994 2.200 2.395 2.415
100 23 cca 111 1.175 0.225 0.808 0.891 1.013 1.179 1.313 1.485 1.563



Table 3.5 Modulus of Rupture of CCA-treated and untreated No. 1 & better Southern Pine lumber.

Nonparametric
ROL MC Treat n Mean sd PERCENTILILES (ksi)

(ksi) (ksi) 5 10 25 50

1 10 cca
1 15 cca
1 23 cca

10 10 cca
10 15 cca
10 23 cca

100 10 cca
100 15 cca
100 23 cca

1 10 unt 111 11.24 2.86 6.16 7.48 9.02 11.25
1 15 unt 109 10.41 2.07 6.42 7.76 9.36 10.43
1 23 urn 111 6.22 1.09 4.12 4.39 5.48 6.23

10 10 unt 111 12.81 3.06 7.33 8.71 10.94 13.16
10 15 unt 111 10.70 2.06 7.36 7.78 8.95 10.84
10 23 unt 111 6.60 1.09 4.62 5.17 5.99 6.73

100 10 unt 110 12.13 3.34 6.75 7.54 9.80 12.19
100 15 unt 37 11.86 1.92 7.85 9.57 11.14 11.72
100 23 unt 110 7.22 1.27 5.01 5.45 6.36 7.23

111 10.42 2.65 5.88 6.71 8.73 10.52
112 9.80 1.86 6.72 7.33 8.49 9.84
112 6.06 1.15 4.44 4.65 5.26 6.03

111 10.85 2.63 5.87 6.50 9.42 11.09
111 9.99 1.99 6.24 7.30 8.56 10.20
110 6.68 1.27 4.38 5.05 5.78 6.69

112 11.20 3.16 6.02 7.14 8.63 11.50
33 10.81 2.37 5.96 7.85 9.09 11.22

111 7.07 1.44 4.43 4.91 6.17 7.25

75 90 95

12.51
10.83
6.93

13.65
12.27
7.44

14.45
12.90
7.90

12.85 14.14 14.97
11.36 12.63 13.43
7.66 8.10 8.38

13.34 15.30 15.96
12.71 13.97 14.25
8.19 8.91 9.18

13.57 14.76 15.84
12.08 12.93 13.37
7.12 7.59 7.71

14.81 17.08 17.66
11.98 13.58 14.25
7.36 7.97 8.32

14.34 16.50 18.01
13.16 14.36 14.90
8.1 8.76 9.04
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Cochran 1967). For wood, several non-destructively measurable physical or mechanical

parameters are recognized as being directly related to lumber strength properties.

Stiffness (El), specific gravity (SG), and strength ratio (SR) represent a few common

examples. Pre-experimental El was recognized as a covariable in that it was selected

as the sorting criteria used to assign specimens to groups. Not surprisingly, specific

gravity and SR are also related to El and strength (Forest Products Laboratory 1987).

Thus, any initial sorting procedure which segregates on the basis of El would, by

default, also partially order SG or SR with respect to the dependent variable (strength).

Each of these possible covariables was examined using ANCVA to determine its effect

on the sensitivity of the statistical analysis when compared to analysis of variance. The

improvement in the fit of the ANCVA model was nearly identical when using either El

or SG, while SR only improved fit by about half that found with El or SG. However,

some of the true value of SR as a covariate was in part lost as a result of the earlier

decision to randomly assign the grade-dictating knot up or down in the maximum

moment zone during mechanical testing. El was selected as the best covariable in

ANCVA because it produced the most improvement in model fit, had been used as the

initial sorting criteria, and was shown (by the nonsignificant 0.9999 probability level)

to be equally distributed between groups, even after the improperly equilibrated

specimens were deleted from two groups (Table 3.3). Thus, El was used as the

covariable in ANCVA for the remainder of this report.

The results of the ANOVA and ANCVA for MOE and MOR (Table 3.6-3.9,

respectively) for this 3 x 3 x 2 factor experiment show the enhanced fit of the ANCVA



Table 3.6 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of Modulus of Elasticity (MOE).
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Source df Mean
Square

F-value Level of
Significance

Model 17 13.979 131.42 0.0001

Error 1825 0.106

Corrected
Total

1842

Mean Coefficient of
Variation

Root Mean
Square Error
(MSE)

R-square

1.75395 I 18.5947 0.3261 I 03504

Source df Mean
Square

F-value Level of
Significance

TRT 1 0.195 1.83 0.1759

ROL 2 2.726 25.63 0.0001

TRT*ROL 2 0.035 0.33 0.7198

MC 2 109.993 1034.08 0.0001

TRT*MC 2 0.311 2.92 0.0542

ROL*MC 4 0.578 5.44 0.0002

TRT*ROL*MC 4 0.028 0.26 0.9022



Table 3.7 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of Modulus of Rupture (MOR).
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Source df Mean
Square

F-value Level of
Significance

Model 17 531380731 109.56 0.0001

Error 1827 4850071

Corrected
Total

1844

Mean Coefficient of
Variation

Root Mean
Square Error
(MSE)

R-square

9413.5 I 23.4 (2202.0 I 0.5048

Source df Mean
Square

F-value Level of
Significance

TRT 1 198114201 40.85 0.0001

ROL 2 136693152 28.18 0.0001

TRT*ROL 2 4496179 0.93 0.3959

MC 2 4197030451 865.35 0.0001

TRT*MC 2 56745187 11.70 0.0001

ROL*MC 4 15788343 3.26 0.0114

TRT*ROL*MC 4 9647303 1.99 0.0937



Table 3.8 Analysis of Covariance (ANCVA) of Modulus of Elasticity (MOE).
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Source df Mean
Square

F-value Level of
Significance

Model 18 20.023 511.83
,

0.0000

Error 1824 0.039

Corrected
Total

1842

Mean Coefficient of
Variation

Root Mean
Square Error
(MSE)

R-square

1.754 I 11.28 0.198 I 0.8347

Source df Mean
Square

F-value Level of
Significance

TRT 1 0.387 9.89 0.0017

ROL 2 2.800 71.58 0.0001

TRT*ROL 2 0.003 0.07 0.9302

MC 2 109.942 2810.33 0.0000

TRT*MC 2 0.2235 5.71 0.0034

ROL*MC 4 0.550 14.06 0.0001

TRT*ROL*MC 4 0.021 0.54 0.7094

NDTE 1 122.767 3138.17 0.0000



Table 3.9 Analysis of Covariance (ANCVA) of Modulus of Rupture (MOR).
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Source df Mean
Square

F-value Level of
Significance

Model 19 9161750000 2287 0.000

Error 1826 4005600

Corrected
Total

1845

Mean Coefficient of
Variation

Root Mean
Square Error
(MSE)

R-square

9413.5 1 21.3 I 2001.4 0.5913

Source df Mean
Square

F-value Level of
Significance

INTERCEPT 1 968082244 241.68 0.0001

TRT 1 217433944 54.28 0.0001

ROL 2 134591873 33.60 0.0001

TRT*ROL 2 5799576 1.45 0.2353

MC 2 4196434904 1047.63 0.0001

TRT*MC 2 59376700 14.82 0.0001

ROL*MC 4 15741233 3.93 0.0035

TRT*ROL*MC 4 11093854 2.77 0.0260

NDTE 1 1546776699 386.15 0.0001
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models for both MOE and MOR as evidenced by a decreased Mean Squared Error (Root

MSE) term for ANCVA when compared to the Root MSE term from ANOVA. Using

El as a covariable improved the fit of ANCVA by 64.9 percent for MOE and 10.0

percent for MOR.

In ANCVA (Tables 3.8 and 3.9), the Treatment*ROL interactions for MOE and

MOR were not significant (as0.05), but significant Treatment*MC and ROL*MC

interactions were noted for both properties. The third-order interaction is not significant

for MOE, but was found to be just significant for MOR (as0.05) (Table 3.9). Recall,

that significance is measured by the F-statistic, which is the ratio of Mean Square term

for Model to the Mean Square term for Error. Thus, when the covariate is introduced

into the model, the model term in the numerator is increased, the error term in the

denominator is reduced, and the level of significance increases. Accordingly, this third-

order interaction for MOR is probably not of practical importance in that it was not

significant (as0.05) in the ANOVA (Table 3.7). This also suggests an interaction

between the two very significant second-order interactions. Before making general

inferences about the significance of the three main factor effects (Treatment, ROL, and

MC) on MOE and MOR (Table 3.8 and 3.9), the two significant second-order

interactions for ROL*MC and Treatment*MC need to be understood.

MOE Interactions

The ROL*MC interaction for MOE can be seen as a differing effect on MOE as

ROL increases when going from 23 to 15 to 10 percent MC (Figure 3.4). The
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Figure 3.4: The relationship between rate-of loading (ROL) and moisture content (MC) on MOE for both untreated and CCA-
treated lumber as ROL increases when going from green condition to 10 percent MC.
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Treatment*MC interaction was far less apparent for MOE, reflecting its lack of

significance in the ANOVA (Table 3.6). The Treatment*MC interaction was subtle, but

it can be seen by comparing the consistent relationship in MOE between treated and

untreated material drying from green to 15 percent MC with the diverging relationships

exhibited between treated and untreated material on further drying from 15 percent to

10 percent MC (Figure 3.4). Thus, the rate of change in MOE between treated and

untreated material at each ROL is inconsistent. This inconsistency seemingly results in

a significant Treatment*MC interaction in the ANCVA model.

Both significant second-order interactions for MOE preclude simple pooling of

any main factors to make inference on another. Consequently, discussion of the main

factor effects on MOE will separately address the effect of ROL as a function of MC

and Treatment, followed by a discussion of MC as a function of ROL and Treatment.

MOR Interactions

The Treatment*MC interaction for MOR is apparent when separately comparing

the effects of changing MC on bending strength for untreated material and for CCA-

treated material (Figure 3.5). The effect of changing MC on mean bending strength for

CCA-treated lumber was generally consistent at all 3 ROL (Figure 3.6). Accordingly,

for treated material the ROL*MC interaction was not found to be significant (Table

3.10). For untreated material note the significant juxtaposition in mean bending strength

at 10 percent MC for the 100x level of ROL when compared to the trends at other ROL

and between 15 percent MC and green (Figure 3.7). These trends resulted in a
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Figure 3.6: The relationship between rate-of loading (ROL) and moisture content (MC) on MOR for CCA-treated lumber as
ROL increases when going from green condition to 10 percent MC.



Table 3.10 Analysis of Covariance (ANCVA) of Modulus of Rupture
(MOR) for CCA-treated lumber.
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Source df Mean
Square

F-value Level of
Significance

Model 10 8025733952 2141.44 0.0000

Error 914 3747823

Corrected
Total

924

Mean Coefficient of
Variation

Root Mean
Square Error
(MSE)

R-square

17073 21.3 1936 0.5500

Source df Mean
Square

F-value Level of
Significance

INTERCEPT 1 432736624 115.46
_

0.0001

ROL 2 45187067 12.06 0.0001

MC 2 1632599927 435.61 0.0001

ROL*MC 4 1941077 0.52 0.7226

NDTE 1 778181980 207.64 0.0001
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Figure 3.7: The relationship between rate-of loading (ROL) and moisture content (MC) on MOE for untreated lumber as ROL
increases when going from green condition to 10 percent MC.
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significant ROL*MC interaction for untreated material (Table 3.11). The reduction in

strength at 10 percent MC and 100x ROL sufficiently reduced the overall average MOR

for untreated material at 10 percent MC to produce significant Treatment*MC and

ROL*MC interactions in the 3-factor ANCVA (Table 3.9). This reduction in strength

of untreated lumber at MC <15 percent has been noted previously (Green and Evans

1989), but the further relationship of ROL to the recognized strength-MC relationship

will be further discussed in the section on load duration effects.

As with MOE, significant second-order interactions for MOR preclude a simple

discussion of pooled main factors. Consequently, the subsequent discussion of the main

factor effects on MOR will separately address the effect of ROL as a function of MC

and Treatment, followed by a discussion of MC as a function of ROL and Treatment.

Effects of Rate-of-Loading

The untreated and CCA-treated materials were evaluated separately and one of

two hypothesis were tested for each treatment. If the interaction of ROL*MC was

significant, then the effect of ROL on MOE and MOR was evaluated at each level of

MC (i.e., H.: ROL/0ROL/5 ROLG...). If the ROL*MC interactionpercentMC petcentMC =

was not significant, then the main effect of ROL was evaluated using pooled (for 3

MC's) bending properties (P) for MOE or MOR (i.e., H. PROL lx PROL 10x = PROL



Table 3.11 Analysis of Covariance (ANCVA) of Modulus of Rupture
(MOR) for untreated lumber.
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Source df Mean
Square

F-value Level of
Significance

,

Model 10 9381600000 2198 0.0000

Error 911 4268300

Corrected

_
Total

921

Mean

_

Coefficient of
Variation

Root Mean
Square Error
(MSE)

R-square

9754.7 21.2 2066.0 0.6138

Source

_

df Mean
Square

F-value Level of
Significance

INTERCEPT 1 534453471 125.21 0.0001

ROL 2 95613878 22.40 0.0001

MC 2 2622124518 614.32 0.0001

ROL*MC 4 25168681 5.90 0.0001

NDTE 1 768961926 180.16 0.0001
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Effects on MOE

A 3-factor ANCVA of MOE shows that both the ROL*MC interaction and the

ROL effect were significant (Table 3.8). For MOE, the ROL*MC interaction was

significant for both untreated and treated material. Thus, ANCVA was separately

conducted for MOE of untreated and CCA-treated lumber (Table 3.12 and 3.13,

respectively). As ROL increased from lx to 10x, MOE generally remained unchanged

except for some reductions in the upper regions for some groups (Figure 3.8 and 3.9).

As ROL increased from 10x to 100x a general reduction in MOE was apparent in 10

percent MC and green Treatment-MC combinations, but not for 15 percent MC

combinations. These results reinforce earlier design Code decisions to not apply the

load duration factor (CD) to MOE of untreated lumber (Figure 3.8). These new results

for CCA-treated lumber also confirm an earlier design Code decision to not apply the

CD factor to the MOE of waterborne preservative-treated lumber (Figure 3.9), even

though specific data had not existed for preservative-treated material from which to base

that judgement.

Effects on MOR

Both the ROL*MC interaction and the ROL effect on MOR of untreated material

were significant (Table 3.10). As ROL increased from lx to 10x, bending strength

generally increased uniformly across the entire bending strength distribution at all MC

(Figure 3.10a and 3.10b). As ROL increased from 10x to 100x, bending strength again

generally increased with the exception of MC=10 percent (Figure 3.10c). As untreated



Table 3.12 Analysis of Covariance (ANCVA) of Modulus of Elasticity
(MOE) for untreated lumber.
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Source df Mean
Square

F-value Level of
Significance

Model 9 20.370 621.21 0.0000

Error 910 0.033

Corrected
Total

919

Mean Coefficient of
Variation

Root Mean
Square Error
(MSE)

R-square

1.769 I 10.2348 0.1811 I 0.8600

Source df Mean
Square

F-value Level of
Significance

ROL 2 1.365 41.61 0.0001

MC 2 58.595 1786.95 0.000

ROL*MC 4 0.330 10.05 0.0001

NDTE 1 59.084 1801.85 0.0001



Table 3.13 Analysis of Covariance (ANCVA) of Modulus of Elasticity
(MOE) for CCA-treated lumber.
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Source df Mean
Square

F-value Level of
Significance

Model 9 19.6285 431.66 0.0000

Error 913 0.045

Corrected
Total

922

Mean Coefficient of
Variation

Root Mean
Square Error
(MSE)

R-square

1.739 12.3 0.213 I 0.8097

Source df Mean
Square

F-value Level of
Significance

ROL 2 1.435 31.55 0.0001

MC 2 51.510 1132.78 0.0001

ROL*MC 4 0.246 5.42 0.0003

NDTE 1 63.683 1400.48 0.0001



Figure 3.8: The effect of rate-of-loading (ROL) on the Modulus of Elasticity (MOE)
distribution in bending for untreated material at (a) MC=10 percent, (b) MC-15
percent, and (c) MC=Green.
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Figure 3.9: The effect of rate-of-loading (ROL) on the Modulus of Elasticity (MOE)
distribution in bending for CCA-treated material at (a) MC=10 percent, (b) MC=15
percent, and (c) MC=Green.
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Figure 3.10: The effect of rate-of-loading (ROL) on the bending strength (MOR)
distribution of untreated lumber at (a) MC=10 percent, (b) MC=15 percent, and
(c) MC=Green.
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lumber dried from 15 percent to 10 percent, it clearly lost the ability to absorb impact-

type loads. Thus, considering that the differences in bending strength results at an MC

of 10 percent between time-to-failure of 30-90 s (ROL=10x) compared to 3-6 s

(ROL=100x), application of the current load duration factor (CD) for impact loads on

untreated lumber below moisture contents of 10-12 percent might be questioned.

Furthermore, note that strength loss across the entire MOR distribution at ROL=100x

was uniform. This uniformity of the effect of increasing ROL across the untreated

bending strength distribution suggests that future studies for untreated materials could

address mean effects. This would greatly reduce the number of specimens required or

increase the number of ancillary factors studied using the same number of specimens.

For CCA-treated material the ROL effect was quite significant, but the ROL*MC

interaction was not (Table 3.10). As ROL increased, bending strength was no longer

uniformly affected across the entire bending strength distribution as it was with

untreated material (Figure 3.11). As ROL increased, bending strength also increased

throughout the upper three-quarters to half of the bending strength distribution.

However, down in the lower quarter of the bending strength distributions, there was no

apparent increase in strength as ROL increases as exhibited at all three MC evaluated

(Figure 3.11a, 3.11b, and 3.11c).

Load Duration Factor (CD)

The lack of ROL-related or time-to-failure related increases in strength

throughout the lower portion of the bending strength distribution for 0.4 lb/ft3 (6.4



Figure 3.11: The effect of rate-of-loading (ROL) on the bending strength (MOR)
distribution of CCA-treated lumber at (a) MC=10 percent, (b) MC=15 percent, and
(c) MC=green.
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kg/m3) CCA-treated 2 by 4 Southern Pine (Figure 3.11) is distinctly different than that

which has been shown for untreated material (Figure 3.10). As CCA-treated lumber

dries from 23 percent to 15 percent to 10 percent, a larger portion of the bending

strength distribution loses its ability to absorb loads by rapidly disseminating internal

stress away from the localized area adjacent to the point of load application. When

green, only the lower 10 percent of the MOR distribution fails to exhibit increased

strength as ROL increases (Figure 3.11c), but by the time CCA-treated material is dried

to MC=10 percent, well over 25 percent of the bending strength distribution fails to

exhibit any time-dependent increases in strength (Figure 3.11a). The consistent lack of

time-to-failure related strength increases through the lower 10-25 percent of the MOR

distribution as ROL increases makes application of the load duration factor (CD = 2.0)

for impact loads to CCA-treated lumber at any CCA retention and at any MC

questionable. Furthermore, based on the fact that wind and earthquake loads are

dynamic (not static) and the consistent lack of strength increases in the lower tails of

the bending strength distribution between ROL lx with a time-to-failure of 300-600 s

and ROL 10x with a time-to-failure of 30-60 s, the application of the load duration

factor (CD) for wind/earthquake loads (CD = 1.6) which are assumed to last for 600 s is

questionable for CCA-treated material.

Effects of Moisture Content

The untreated and CCA-treated materials were evaluated separately and one of

two hypothesis were tested for each treatment. If the interaction of ROL*MC was
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significant, then the effect of MC on MOE and MOR was evaluated at each level of

ROL (i.e., H mr-0: = MCRoL lox = mcRoL loop. If the ROL*MC interaction was not

significant, then the main effect of MC was evaluated using pooled (for 3 ROL's)

bending properties (P) for MOE or MOR (i.e., H.: P

Effects on MOE

Tested MOE uniformly increased at all three tested ROL for both untreated

(Figure 3.12) and for CCA-treated material (Figure 3.13) as the lumber dried from green

to 15 percent MC. However, as the lumber dried from 15 percent to 10 percent the

influence of MC on MOE was no longer uniform across the MOE distribution. The

non-uniformity of the effect on MOE was clearly related to tested ROL and to treatment,

as would be expected recalling the significant Treatment*MC and ROL*MC interactions.

At ROL = lx, MOE of both untreated and CCA-treated material increased uniformly as

it dried from 15 percent to 10 percent (Figures 3.12a and 3.13a). Also note that a slight

flattening in the rate of change in MOE may be apparent in the extreme lower tails of

the MOE distribution for CCA-treated material. At ROL = 10x, MOE of untreated and

CCA-treated material increased at or below the 75th percentile. However, no increase

in MOE was noted for untreated or CCA-treated material above the 90th percentile

(Figures 3.12b and 3.13b). At ROL = 100x, untreated and CCA-treated material reacted

quite differently. On drying untreated material from 15 percent to 10 percent, MOE

increased over the lower half of the distribution, but did not change over the upper half

of the MOE distribution (Figure 3.12c). In addition, the rate of change seemed to be

10 percent MC = P15 percent MC = Ppm)*
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Figure 3.12: The effect of moisture content (MC) on the modulus of elasticity (MOE)
distribution of untreated lumber at three rate-of-loadings (a) lx, (b) 10x, and
(c) 100x.
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Figure 3.13: The effect of moisture content (MC) on the modulus of elasticity (MOE)
distribution of CCA-treated lumber at three rate-of-loadings (a) lx, (b) 10x, and
(c) 100x.
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related to rank, the higher in the MOE distribution the lower the rate of change per

change in MC. CCA-treated material exhibited no change in MOE below the 10th

percentile, but exhibited decreased MOE above the 10th percentile level (Figure 3.13c).

It is apparent from this discussion and from the ANCVA (Table 3.8) that the

effects of changing MC on MOE can not be discussed independently from ROL. At the

slowest ROL (lx = 0.19 in/min (4.8 mm/min)), MOE increased as MC decreased. At

10x ROL, MOE steadily increased for untreated material as MC decreased to 10 percent,

but for CCA-treated material the rate of increase in MOE was diminishing on drying

below 15 percent MC. At 100x ROL, the MOE distribution for untreated material

showed no change on further drying below 15 percent MC. CCA-treated material

reached an MOE maxima at 15 percent MC, with most of the MOE distribution then

exhibiting decreased MOE on further drying.

As part of the In-grade testing program, Green and others (1986, 1988) studied

the effect of MC on MOE and decided that a quadratic model best fit the data. Their

data was derived at a ROL nearly equivalent to the 10x ROL used in this study. From

the trends exhibited by the In-grade data and the data of this study, which was discussed

above, it is reasonable to assume that a continuous function exists to describe the effect

of ROL as it influences the effect of MC on MOE. Thus, it is probable that at slower

ROL the average MOE of CCA-treated material would peak at some MC just below 10

percent and would then begin to decrease. Using this same logic, untreated material

tested at the lower ROL would also reach an MOE maximum at some MC even further
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below 10 percent and would then exhibit subsequent reductions in MOE on further

drying.

Effects on MOR

MOR increased in a uniform and consistent manner throughout the MOR

distribution as MC increased from green to 15 percent for both untreated and CCA-

treated material at all three ROL (Figures 3.14 and 3.15). However, at MC below 15

percent the effect of reducing MC on MOR was distinctly different than above 15

percent MC. Below 15 percent MC the effect of MC on MOR depended on the ROL

and whether the lumber was treated. Recalling the effect of changes in MC and/or ROL

on MOE, it would appear that a similar set of physical relationships govern the effects

of ROL and MC on strength.

Untreated lumber experienced increased strength on drying below 15 percent MC

throughout the upper half of the MOR distribution at the three levels of ROL (Figure

3.14). However, for the lower half of the strength distribution, decreasing MC below

15 percent had little or no effect on strength at slower ROL and a decidedly negative

effect at the fastest ROL

The strength of CCA-treated lumber increased throughout the upper half-to-three

quartets of the MOR distribution on drying below 15 percent MC at all three levels of

ROL (Figure 3.15). For the lower half-to-one quarter of the strength distribution, as MC

decreased below 15 percent it had a distinctly negative effect on strength at slower ROL

(Figure 3.15a). This negative effect of drying below 15 percent MC occurred throughout



Figure 3.14: The effect of moisture content (MC) on the bending strength (MOR)
distribution of untreated lumber at three rate-of-loadings (a) lx, (b) 10x, and
(c) 100x.
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Figure 3.15: The effect of moisture content (MC) on the bending strength (MOR)
distribution of CCA-treated lumber at three rate-of-loadings (a) lx, (b) 10x, and
(c) 100x.
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a broader range of the strength distribution, but it exhibited no further negative effect

below approximately 6000 lb/in2 (41.4 MPa) as the ROL increased (Figures 3.15b and

15c). It would appear that as MC is reduced no further reduction in strength occurs for

CCA-treated material after a limit of about 6,000 lb/in2 (41.4 MPa) is reached. If some

physical principle governs the effect of MC on strength, then this 6000 lb/in2 (41.4 MPa)

limit may relate to some boundary condition either existing for the wood material or for

the kinetic potential of the CCA treating/redrying process. This may explain why the

lower strength material of CCA-treated No. 2 grade lumber is not reduced in strength,

whereas the higher strength No. 2 and all the No. 1 and better material is reduced in

strength.

From a practical standpoint, the results of this study reinforce the idea that a

universal strength loss model for lumber is plausible by using a cumulative damage

approach (Gerhards 1979) or a kinetics approach (Caulfield 1985), based on an

accumulation of processing and material factors.

Wet-use service factor (Cm)

Recall that current ASD values (NFPA 1992) were mostly derived using the new

ASTM Standard D1990 (ASTM 1991d) and apply to material dried to 19 percent

maximum and 15 percent average. In practice, the ASD value for 15 percent MC is

modified by applying the wet-use service factor (Cm) of 0.85 for Fb or 0.9 for MOE if

the design engineer anticipates that the wood material will be exposed to MC 19

percent. The modification factors are based on test results derived, in part, from the
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recent In-grade program (Green and coworkers 1986, 1988). Comparisons between our

untreated results and the In-grade results presents the opportunity to verify our untreated

results which then permits further comparisons between untreated and CCA-treated

material.

Further recall that for a few less-utilized species the ASD values are still derived

using the older ASTM D245 procedure (ASTM 1991b). Under the old D245 procedure,

an additional dry-use service factor (lumber used s12 percent) of 1.08 for bending and

1.05 for MOE was allowed.

To evaluate how well current D1990 (ASTM 1991d) and previous D245 (ASTM

1991b) MC-use (wet or dry) factors for untreated material apply to CCA-treated

material, the change (i.e., ratio) in MOE in going form one MC to another (with 3 ROL

combined) when going from green (i.e., 23 percent assumed) to 15 percent MC and

from 15 percent to 10 percent MC for untreated and CCA-treated material are shown

(Figure 3.16). The comparable relationship is also shown for MOR (Figure 3.17). The

similarity between untreated and CCA-treated in the effect of MC on MOE and MOR

is striking, but the magnitude of the change in MOE is distinctly different than

previously noted for the In-grade program (Green et al 1986, 1988, Green and Evans

1989).

In the In-grade results, median MOE increased by a factor of 1.15 as MC was

reduced from 23 percent to 15 percent and an additional 1.05 in drying from 15 percent

to 12 percent MC. Median MOR increased by a factor of 1.38 on drying from 23

percent to 15 percent and an additional 1.08 on drying from 15 percent to 12 percent
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Figure 3.16: Ratio of modulus of elasticity (MOE) at one MC to MOE at another MC (with 3 ROL combined) when comparing
15 percent MC to green (i.e., 23 percent assumed) and 10 percent to 15 percent MC for untreated and CCA-treated material.
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Figure 3.17: Ratio of bending strength (MOR) at one MC to MOR at another MC (with 3 ROL combined) when comparing 15
percent MC to green (i.e., 23 percent assumed) and 10 percent to 15 percent MC for untreated and CCA-treated material.
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MC. However, in the present study median MOE increased by a factor of 1.47 on

drying from green to 15 percent and increased an additional factor of 1.07 on drying

from 15 percent to 10 percent (Figure 3.16); median MOR increased by a factor of 1.58

on drying from green to 15 percent and increased an additional factor of 1.08 on drying

from 15 percent to 10 percent (Figure 3.17). The results for MOR are similar enough

so that the assumption that our limited data set is representative is probably acceptable.

However, for MOE the results are contradictory. This difference in the effect of MC

on MOE needs to be resolved before a universally applicable MC adjustment model for

MOE can be developed.

While a complete examination of this differential effect is beyond the scope of

this chapter, two explanations are possible. First, it is possible that our results in MOE

indicate a regional- or geographical-sampling bias. All the material in this study came

from one mill during one finite production period. Second, a species-specific difference

may also be occurring. Our material was almost entirely plantation-grown loblolly pine

and its performance may be different from the In-grade results which were based on a

representative sampling of the entire range of the four major Southern Pine species.

Based on the overall results of this study, the difference in the effect of MC on

MOE between untreated and CCA-treated lumber seldom exceeded 5 percent (Figure

3.18). Thus, the application of the traditional Cm factor based on tests of untreated

lumber and now substantiated with CCA-treated material appears acceptable, if not even

slightly conservative, for estimating the effects of MC on MOE in going from 15

percent to green. However, based on the negative effect of drying to 10 percent MC on
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MOE and MOR, it would appear that application of the Cm factor to CCA-treated

material below 15 percent MC is unwarranted (Figures 3.13 and 3.15). The development

and application of Cm factor for MOR to CCA-treated material is a more complex issue

and will be discussed in the next section.

Preservative-treatment factor (CI)

The review of the literature on the effects of waterborne preservative-treatments

on strength in Chapter 2 concluded that the overall effect of CCA on ASD values were

related to processing factors which can be largely controlled by modifying AWPA and

ASTM treating Standards (ASTM 1991c, AWPA 1991a, 1991b), and material quality

factors such as grade or rank-order within a grade. Previous research also clearly

indicated that while all middle and upper strength values in the distribution were

reduced, only the ASD values of higher grades were reduced while the ASD values of

lower grades appeared unchanged with respect of matched untreated material. The

results of this study have now shown that additional factors such as ROL and MC are

relevant in addressing treatment effects on ASD.

If the effect of ROL is addressed as previously discussed in the section on load

duration factors and if the effect of MC is also addressed, in part, through revised

service-use factors, then the adoption of an additional treatment effects factor (Cp) may

also be warranted. Before specifically addressing this issue, a general methodology

must be developed to compare the effects of waterborne preservative-treated material

to matched untreated material. Because the MOR distributions of the three ROL in this
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experiment were found to vary significantly, the different values can not simply be

pooled and a distribution fitted. One method of dealing with this dilemma is to employ

a nonparametric method for ranking unpaired measurements (Snedecor and Cochran

1967).

A hypothetical example of how to address this dilemma using ranking of

unpaired measurements follows. Assume that we have 3 initially similar sets of

experimental data. Regardless of whether the three hypothetical distributions are nearly

equal (Figure 3.19a) or distinctly different (Figure 3.19b) when the cumulative

distribution functions are plotted, a simple pooling of values followed by fitting any

distributional type (e.g., nonparametric, Weibull, or log-normal) yields a fitted

distribution which is not truly representative (Figure 3.19c). The more dissimilar the

three original distributions are, the more tri-modal the fitted model to that pooled

distribution tends to become. It also is evident that the greater the dissimilarity of the

lowest distribution to the other two, the more powerfully the lowest strength distribution

dictates the lower tail characteristics of the fitted pooled distribution. A systematic

approach using the average of matched percentile estimates can overcome this problem

(Figure 3.19d). While the three distributions are neither normally distributed or

decidedly similar, a weighted average of matched percentile estimates along those

distributions does tend to be more representative (Figure 3.19d) of the consensus "effect"

than does the pooled approach (Figure 3.19c) (Box et al 1978). In the nonparametric

approach used to initially estimate these various distributions, each percentile value

represents a linear interpolation between two values representing the order statistics (the
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test values) determined to immediately precede and follow that percentile estimate; the

percentile estimate represents a weighted average. Thus, each percentile value for the

composite strength distribution generated as shown in Figure 3.19d would now represent

a weighted average of the appropriate percentile value for the three statistically different

strength distributions (Box et al 1978).

The general effect of preservative treatment can be seen in Figure 3.20 for three

tested MC levels at which the three tested ROL are combined. Each percentile value

represents an average of the appropriate percentile value for the 3 tested ROL analogous

to those developed by the averaging technique shown in Figure 3.19d. A simple first-

order least-squares model fit to the data shows that the need for a Cp factor is different

for dry and for green material (Figure 3.20). However, it is important to note that the

implementation of too big an additional Cp factor, in addition to a Cm factor for MC,

might be unduly conservative and punitive to waterborne preservative-treated material.

From a practical standpoint, there was no difference in strength between treated

and untreated material when green. However, there is a general difference in the overall

effect of waterborne preservative-treatment on strength from lower-to-higher strength

specimens. Once dried to 15 percent MC, the effect of CCA treatment on strength is

significant when compared to matched untreated material (Figure 3.20). The lower tails

of the bending strength distribution were reduced about 12 percent, while median values

were reduced about 5-8 percent. Also note that the overall trend of this treatment effect

over the strength distribution is approximately parallel to the trend shown for green

material. On further drying to 10 percent MC, bending strength was reduced over a
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broader range of the MOR distribution, but the magnitude of the reduction generally was

between 9-12 percent and did not exceed 14 percent.

Chapter 2 concluded that few species-related, preservative chemical-related, or

chemical retention-related differences existed. It was also concluded that material

quality factors (such as grade) and processing factors (such as redrying and initial kiln-

drying temperature) were critical. It would seem that implementation of either a new Cp

factor or a modified Cm factor is needed for No. 1 and better waterborne preservative-

treated lumber based on the results presented in this chapter. Neither factor is necessary

for the MOR of green material. For waterborne preservative-treated material at MC s15

percent, the adoption of either a new Cp factor or a modified Cm factor of 0.9 on

seems warranted. Application of such a factor to No. 2 grade waterborne preservative-

treated lumber is questionable. Material quality factors will be addressed in greater

detail in Chapter 4.



CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions drawn from the analysis of this study are:

a modified CD factor for bending strength is needed for waterborne

preservative-treated lumber regardless of grade. The CD factor of 2.0 should not

be applied to waterborne preservative-treated lumber under impact loads at any

moisture content. Furthermore, applicability of the CD factor of 1.6 to

waterborne preservative-treated material exposed to wind/earthquake loads is

questionable.

No adjustment in Fb or MOE appears to be required when No 1 and better

waterborne preservative-treated material is used green. However, when No. 1 and

better waterborne preservative-treated lumber dried to and used at MC s15

percent adjustments to Ft, and MOE appear to be needed. A methodology to

derive these adjustments is presented in Chapter 4.

application of the Cd factor =2.0 for impact-type loads to Fb for untreated

lumber dried to MC slO percent may not be appropriate.

a set of continuous physical relationships may exist, which if collected and

defined, could be used to develop a closed-form model to predict strength loss

for treated lumber.
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CHAPTER 4. RATIONALE FOR A DAMAGE-ACCUMULATION

MODEL FOR WBP-TREATED LUMBER

PROBLEM

Recognizing that waterborne preservative (WBP) treatments can sometimes

reduce mechanical properties, a number of large studies have been conducted over the

last 10 years to describe the magnitude of the WBP treatment effect. The results of these

studies were initially implemented in American Wood Preserver's Association (A'WPA)

Standards C-2--Treatment of Lumber and Timber and C-22--Treatment for Permanent

Wood Foundation (AWPA 1992b, 1992c) in 1987, and then revised again in 1990. The

Standards were changed to include process limitations for maximum dry-bulb

temperature in the redrying process of 88°C (190°F) in 1987. They were then further

limited to 74°C (165°F) in 1990 (AWPA 1992b, 1992c). However, a practical need

exists for a rational basis for assigning adjustments to allowable stress design values

based on a systematic analysis of this recently developed data.

Because no treatment effects data exists for wood species other than Southern

Pine which meets the minimum requirements established in a later section of this paper,

the treatment effects model developed in this chapter will only pertain to WBP-treated

Southern Pine. In addition, the vast majority of the Southern Pine data pertains to

chromated copper arsenate (CCA) preservatives so the application of this model to

ammoniacal preservative systems such as ammoniacal copper quats (ACQ), ammoniacal
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copper zinc arsenate (ACZA) and ammoniacal copper arsenate (ACA) should only be
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judiciously done. Later, as data becomes available, this treatment effects model may be

expanded to wood species other than Southern Pine and further refined for WBP

preservative chemicals other than CCA.

OBJECTIVE

This chapter describes the development of a predictive treatment effects model.

The models developed and evaluated predict the effect of WBP-preservative treatment

on Southern Pine lumber given various material quality factors such as grade and size

and treatment processing factors, such as WBP retention and redrying temperature.

When used with the short-term load-duration data presented in Chapter 3, this design

adjustment model results in a rationally-based comprehensive procedure for assigning

design adjustments to WBP-treated Southern Pine lumber.

INTRODUCTION

A rational basis is needed to compare candidate predictive damage-accumulation

models of preservative treatment induced strength loss. Such a basis is developed in this

Chapter to predict effects of preservative treatment and pre- and post-treatment

processing on the design stresses of various grades and sizes of treated lumber. Studies

employing small clear specimens were not selected for use in these models because

previous comparative analysis between lumber and small-clear specimen data has

concluded that small clear specimens overpredict the negative effect of treatment

chemicals and processes on strength (Winandy 1988, Barnes and Winandy 1989).
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The models herein developed use data from several independent studies reporting

mechanical tests of full-size dimension lumber. Those lumber studies which were

selected for this systematic analysis were chosen because they each had a representative

sampling plan and the experimental design provided enough replicates per experimental

cell to yield sufficient statistical power to reliably estimate the effect of treatment

variables throughout the lower tails of the strength distribution for treated lumber. This

was critical because using experimental groups with less than 60 specimens strongly

inhibits both the accuracy (henceforth defined as the ability to precisely predict strength

loss without over- or under-predicting) and the reliability (henceforth defined as the

ability to be accurate or at least be conservative in predicting strength loss without

under-predicting) of ensuing models developed to predict lower tail strength properties

(Green and Evans 1988).

Many sets of experimental data on treated wood were know to exist, but were

not used. These unused sets of data either had important model-parameter information

missing and/or unrecoverable, too small a sample size to estimate lower tail

characteristics of the strength distribution, or used small clear specimens without

strength-reducing characteristics instead of lumber.

BACKGROUND

Two basic modeling approaches exist, empirical approaches and mechanistic or

theoretical approaches. The purely empirical approach establishes a statistical/

mathematical fit to the data which provides optimum fit with respect to the available
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input parameters. Least-squares regression is a common example of this approach.

Empirical modeling often has a specific range of application and is not generally

intended for use beyond the range of the original input data used to establish its

parameters. On the other hand, mechanistic modeling assumes that some inherent

physical characteristic(s) controls the modeled relationship. Use of mechanistic-based

models requires a basic knowledge of the physical properties or principles controlling

the process. Mechanistic models provide good fit, but they often do not quite approach

the level of fit of the empirical approach. Still, mechanistic models generally have a

wider range of application because the predicted outcome is dictated by the physical

characteristics of the modeled material or process. Accordingly, mechanistic models can

often be used to extrapolate beyond the range of the original data and can be used to

evaluate more complex interactions than can a purely empirically-derived model.

The possible use of both types of models were explored. The actual model-type

developed in this report results in a hybrid mechanistic-based model having empirically

derived parameters. In the model development, regardless of type, all parameter

evaluations and modeling decisions were strictly based on a prior knowledge of the

physical laws and general influence of critical wood material and treatment processing

parameters.
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DATA BASE

Chapter 2 concluded that several important criteria act independently or

interactively in the degree to which strength properties are affected by preservative

chemicals and treatment processing. These factors include material grade, size, species,

treatment chemical, initial kiln-drying temperature, post-treatment redrying temperatures,

load application rate and moisture content while under load.

Each study reviewed and critiqued in Chapter 2 was evaluated as a potential

candidate for the modeling program described in this chapter. After careful evaluation,

only eight studies contained sufficiently comprehensive data which was also entirely

obtainable. They include recent work on the effects of CCA treatment and post-treatment

redrying (Barnes and Mitchell 1984, Barnes et al 1993, Winandy and Boone 1988,

Winandy 1989), work on the relationship between duration of load and the effects of

CCA treatment (Soltis and Winandy 1989), work on the impact of initial kiln drying

temperature on subsequent CCA effects on bending (Barnes et al 1990) and tensile

properties (Winandy et al 1992), and the relationship between rate of load application

(e.g., time-to-failure) and moisture content at time of test on CCA effects (reported in

Chapter 3). The experimental variables evaluated in each study and the results and

conclusion of that work were briefly reviewed or presented in previous Chapters. For

complete details of each published study the reader is referred to the original

publication.
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The experimental factors studied by the individual designs for the eight selected

data sets are shown in Table 4.1. The individual treatment processing and material

quality factors for each study are shown in Table 4.2. Group designations given and

used throughout the remainder of this paper are the same as those listed in the original

publication (Tables 4.1 and 4.2). This was done to aid the indentification of raw data

used as predictive input variables to the model(s) developed in this report as they were

originally published.

Each of the eight studies was either a full-factorial or a fractional-factorial

experimental design. Accordingly, the composite experimental design of the overall

modeling procedure described in this chapter is merely a gross extension of this

fractional-factorial type design. The limits inherent with an approach of this type are

three-fold. First, the models developed are not full-rank. The model user cannot

estimate all potential parameter combinations because we do not have all data

combinations. Thus, the user needs to accept this inability to predict many possible

interactions. Second, it is easy to overparameterize the models because of the extensive

number of missing experimental combinations with this type of design. For an extreme

example, this situation is somewhat analogous to fitting a linear model with two data

points or a quadratic model with three. We obtain totally correlated fits to the data

because we do not have sufficient data. Finally, some parameter estimates are

confounded in that no matter which way you fit the data, the model predicts the same

result (called singularity) because some combinations of parameters are linear

combinations of others. This phenomenon reflects the presence of missing data.



Table 4.1. Factors evaluated in the overall experimental design combining eight
studies addressing various treatment processing and material quality factors.

Study A groups A and B were treated with ammoniacal copper quat (ACQ).

2 ROLMC is the rate-of-loading and moisture content study discussed in
Chapter 3. It has 3 ROL (lx, 10x, and 100x ASTM D198 (1991a) and 3 MC
levels (10%, 15%, and green).

3 treated with CCA Type A.
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Redrying
Temper-
ature

Lumber
Grade
No. 2

Lumber
Grade
No. l&B

Initial
Kiln
Drying
= 96°C

Initial
Kiln
Drying
=113°C

Initial
Kiln
Drying
= 113°C

CCA
Retention (kg/m3)

CCA (kg,/m3)
Retention

°C °F 6.4 9.6 9.6 4.2 6.4

25 80 4-3 4-1
6-2
B-3

B-8 A-A'

71 160 6-1 B-4 B-9 A-B"
A-C
ROLMC2

88 190 6-3 8-23

116 240 4-2
6-4

B-5 B-10 8-13
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Individual strength property data from the eight selected studies needed to be

converted into a comparable format to calculate the incremental treatment effect on

modulus of rupture (MOR) or ultimate tensile stress (UTS) over the entire strength

distribution of each study-group. Bending and tensile strength data from each study-

group combination and its matched, untreated control were fit nonparametrically using

rank-order to estimate strength at the 5th through 95th percentiles in 5-percentile

increments. The ratio of treated-to-untreated strength in bending or tension was then

calculated in 5-percentile increments over this 5th to 95th percentile range for each

treated group (Figures 4.1-4.8). This nonparametric approach was selected because it

tended to minimize the variation in strength related to differences in sample sizes

between studies and between any treated group-study data set and its matched untreated

control. Further, because this method explicitly assumes equal variances between study

groups to reliably represent the true population, the earlier decision to exclude potential

studies having sample sizes of less than 28 specimens per group is reinforced. Finally,

and most importantly, the nonparametric approach was selected because it required no

other implicit assumptions which might interfere with or constrain subsequent modeling.

Other commonly used fitted distributional forms require various additional assumptions.

For example, use of the gaussian (e.g. normal) distribution assumes inter-sample

independence which is clearly not valid in most treated-lumber studies because

specimens were often sorted into groupings based on a pre-treatment nondestructive

evaluation of modulus of elasticity (MOE) to yield experimental groups having nearly

equal stiffness profiles. For another example, use of the Weibull distribution to generate
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Figure 4.1. Effect of CCA Type-C retention (6.4 or 9.6 kg/m3) and redrying temperature (air-dry or 116°C)
on bending strength when compared to a matched untreated control (Winandy 1989).
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Figure 4.2 Effect of CCA Type-C retention (6.4 or 9.6 kg/m3) and redrying temperature (air-dry, 71°C,
88°C, or 116°C) on bending strength when compared to a matched untreated control (Winandy and Boone 1988).
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Figure 4.3. Effect of CCA Type-C retention (6.4 kg/e) and redrying temperature (71°C) on bending strength
when compared to a matched untreated control (Soltis and Winandy 1989).
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Figure 4.4. Effect of CCA Type-A retention (4.2 kg/e) and redrying temperature (88°C or 116°C) on
bending strength when compared to a matched untreated control (Barnes and Mitchell 1984).
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Figure 4.5A. Effect of CCA retention (9.6 kg/m3) and redrying temperature (air-dry, 71°C, or 116°C) on
bending strength when compared to a matched untreated control (Barnes et al 1990).

A. Initial kiln-drying temperature of 91°C.
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Figure 4.5B. Effect of CCA retention (9.6 kg/e) and redrying temperature (air-dry, 71°C, or 116°C) on
bending strength when compared to a matched untreated control (Barnes et al 1990).

B. Initial kiln-drying temperature of 113°C.
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Figure 4.6A. Effect of CCA retention (9.6 kg/m3) and redrying temperature (air-dry, 71°C, or 116°C) on
tensile strength when compared to a matched untreated control (Winandy et al 1992).

A. Initial kiln-drying temperature of 91°C.
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Figure 4.6B. Effect of CCA retention (9.6 kg/m3) and redrying temperature (air-dry, 71°C, or 116°C) on
tensile strength when compared to a matched untreated control (Winandy et al 1992).

B. Initial kiln-drying temperature of 113°C.
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Figure 4.7A. Effect of CCA retention (6.4 kg/m3) and redrying temperature (71°C) on bending strength tested at three
loading rates (lx ASTM D198, 10x, and 100x) (ASTM 1991) when compared to matched untreated controls (Winandy 1993).

A. Tested at 10 percent moisture content.
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Figure 4.7B. Effect of CCA retention (6.4 kg/m3) and redrying temperature (71°C) on bending strength tested at three
loading rates (lx ASTM D198, 10x, and 100x) (ASTM 1991) when compared to matched untreated controls (Winandy 1993).

B. Tested at 15 percent moisture content.
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Figure 4.7C. Effect of CCA retention (6.4 kg/e) and redrying temperature (71°C) on bending strength tested at three
loading rates (lx ASTM D198, 10x, and 100x) (ASTM 1991) when compared to matched untreated controls (Winandy 1993).

C. Tested green (moisture content >23 percent).
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Figure 4.8. Effect of ACQ or CCA retention (9.6 kg/m3) and redrying temperature (air-dry or 71°C) on
bending strength when compared to a matched untreated control (Barnes et al 1993).
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fitted distributional parameters results in highly correlated parameters which, when

subsequently used as input variables in later models, would violate requirements for

independent variables as input parameters.

These predictive treatment-effects model(s) will be primarily used to

subseque tly adjust design values. Therefore, primary emphasis was placed at predicting

treatmen effects at the median value and below. Accordingly, treated-to-untreated ratios

above t e 55th percentile for each study-group combination were deleted. Selection of

the 55t percentile was arbitrary; however, it afforded an additional percentile value

above t e median in an attempt to reduce the possibly undesirable influence of using the

50th p rcentile as an end-point and having a random extreme value at the median.

Anoth r distinct advantage of using only data from the 55th percentiles and below is

that th ensuing variance of the model for each study-group combination was determined

only etween the 5th to 55th percentiles. Thus, when confidence limits were later

place, on the data they were minimized at the 30th percentile and fan out both above

and elow that value. The use of the entire data set would have minimized the

confi ence limits at the median (i.e, the 50th percentile). Thus, using truncated values

at or below the 55th percentile generated more powerful confidence bounds in the lower

tails of the strength distribution.

Lin arized In ut Parameters

Most models directly attempt to use the independent factors to predict the

de endent variable. The use of linearized input parameters is based on the concept that
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instead of developing an extended model using each independent factor, several related

independent factors can often be consolidated to simplify the model. This simplified

model, having consolidated factors, is then used to predict the independent variable.

The 31 study-group combinations generally all exhibited a general loss in

strength somewhere across the strength distribution as witnessed by a reduction in the

ratio of treated-to-untreated strength (Figure 4.1-4.8). Those data sets which exhibited

an increasing or decreasing treated-to-untreated ratio further exhibited either a simple

first-order or a second-order rate of change in treated-to-untreated ratio (t/u) of strength.

Thus, one potential idea for modeling treatment effects was to predict the magnitude (e)

and rate-of-change (13) in the treated-to-untreated strength distribution and then use these

two criteria to predict the actual strength loss as a function of expected untreated

strength. This thought embodies the idea of the linearized input parameter procedure.

Accordingly, six model forms were individually evaluated for their potential as

input parameters to a predictive model of treatment-induced strength loss. The selected

model forms were:

Constant t/u = e

Linear t/u = e + ii*R

Quadratic t/u = e + fl*R + a*R2

Square Root t/u = e + VR + a*R1/2

Reduced Exponential Vu = 1 + a*e(1310

Full Exponential t/u = e + a*e(R)



where
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t/u = predicted ratio of treated-to-untreated strength

R = Modulus of Rupture (ksi) (from 5th to 55th

Percentile)

= least-square fitted parameter estimates

Three criteria were selected to evaluate the most appropriate model form. In

descending order of importance, these three criteria were the root mean square error

(RMSE) term of each model, its correlation or R-squared (R2) coefficient, and its

autocorrelation coefficient (lc). Root mean square error was selected as most important

because it represents a summation of the absolute value of error for each model

parameter or the total error (i.e., lack of fit) for that model. In contrast, the more

commonly used R2 coefficient is a complimentary estimate of the potential fit (rather

than lack-of-fit) between all the independent terms in the model and the dependent

variable. Finally, the autocorrelation coefficient represents an estimate of the correlation

between multiple fitted parameters in that model. A K-coefficient k0.95 would infer that

significant autocorrelation exists between the predicted model parameters. In simple

terms, the affected model parameters are no longer independent, the model is over-

parameterized, and a simpler model form could probably do as well (Box et al 1978).

In its worst scenario as the x-coefficient approaches 1.0, the model parameters become

linearly related to one another and are no longer unique (Snedecor and Cochran 1967).

A rank-order comparison of the six proposed forms for the linearized input

parameters and an evaluation of their potential use as input parameters to a predictive
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model of treatment-induced strength loss for each study-group-model combination is

given in Table 4.3. The constant-model form was the most consistent choice. It was

selected as best 15 times and had an average rank of 2.1. The linear-, quadratic-, and

square root-model forms each were selected as best only five or six times and had an

average rank of 3.2, a full one point greater average rank than the constant-model form.

The ability of this second group of three model forms to predict strength loss was

similar, if not identical. Thus, the linear-model form was selected as the most preferable

of this group of three because of its simpler form. The two exponential-model forms

were penalized by the decision to restrict autocorrelation in an attempt not to over-fit

the data. On the average, each exponential-model form exhibited significant

autocorrelation more often than it did not. Thus, these last two model forms were not

selected for further study.

In conclusion, the results of a rank-order type comparisons evaluating RMSE, R2,

and x, respectively in order of importance, the constant-model form and the linear-model

form were selected as potential input parameters to a subsequent model(s) to predict

treatment-induced strength loss in Southern Pine lumber. The resulting constant- and

linear-model input parameters for subsequent model(s) are given in Table 4.4 for each

study-group combination. The significance value given in Table 4.4 determined whether

the 1-parameter constant- or the 2-parameter linear-model form would be used as an

input variable for the predictive models. When the slope (P) of the linear form was

significant at a<0.10, both the linear y-intercept (e) and P-term were chosen. When the

p-term was not significant, the p-term was set equal to zero and the e-term from the
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Table 4.3. Rank-order evaluation of six potential linearized input formats to describe
the treated-to-untreated strength relationship for each study-group combination.

Study Group Rank of Candidate Model Forms
Constant Linear Quadratic Square

Root
Full
Exp.

Reduced
Exp.

4 1 3 2 4 1 5 6
2 3 1 4 6 5 2
3 3 2 4 1 5 6
4 3 2 5 4 6 1

6 1 3 4 1 2 5 6
2 3 5 1 2 6 4
3 5 1 2 3 4 6
4 1 4 5 3 2 6
5 3 4 1 2 6 4
8 1 2 4 5 6 2

8 1 3 4 1 2 6 5
2 3 4 1 2 5 6

D 5 2 1 3 5 4 6
B 3 1 4 2 3 6 5

4 1 2 3 3 3 6
5 1 4 2 3 5 6
8 3 5 2 1 6 4
9 1 3 3 2 5 6

10 3 5 1 2 6 4
T 3 1 1 1 1 1 1

4 1 4 3 2 5 6
5 3 5 2 1 6 4
8 1 6 3 2 5 3
9 1 4 2 3 6 4

10 3 5 2 1 6 4
R P 3 1 5 4 2 6

Z 1 4 2 5 6 2
Q 2 1 4 5 3 6
U 1 3 6 5 2 4
T 1 3 6 5 4 2
X 3 1 5 6 4 2
N 1 3 5 2 4 6
S 1 3 5 6 4 2
L 1 3 5 6 2 4

Sum 70 106 105 106 156 147
Avg (Rank) 2.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 4.6 4.3
Mimes best 15 6 6 5 0 1
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Table 4.4. Parameter estimates and significance levels for the two selected linearized
input formats.

Model Parameters
Study Group Constant Linear Significance

a è B (probability)

4 1 0.935 1.061 -0.0305 <0.05
4 2 0.812 1.011 -0.0483 <0.05
4 3 1.000 1.135 -0.0321 <0.05
4 4 0.848 1.087 -0.0578 <0.05
6 1 0.953 0.984 -0.0072 >0.10
6 2 0.995 0.987 0.0019 >0.10
6 3 0.991 1.152 -0.0378 <0.05
6 4 0.904 1.002 -0.0231 <0.10
6 5 0.935 0.940 -0.0012 >0.10
6 8 0.909 0.894 0.0034 >0.10
8 1 0.851 0.842 0.0009 >0.10
8 2 0.901 0.983 -0.0079 <0.10
D 5 0.942 1.086 0.0159 <0.05
B 3 0.924 0.871 0.0095 >0.10
B 4 0.837 0.810 0.0049 >0.10
B 5 0.894 0.877 0.0032 >0.10
B 8 0.883 0.742 0.0254 >0.10
B 9 0.935 0.807 0.0230 <0.10
B 10 0.822 0.676 0.0263 >0.10
T 3 1.020 1.000 0.0068 >0.10
T 4 1.064 1.090 -0.0089 >0.10
T 5 0.874 0.894 -0.0069 >0.10
T 8 0.975 0.940 0.0119 >0.10
T 9 0.955 0.966 -0.0040 >0.10
T 10 0.880 0.796 0.0285 >0.10
R N 0.936 0.951 -0.0016 >0.10
R L 0.901 0.856 0.0044 >0.10
R T 0.937 0.904 0.0034 >0.10
R P 0.979 1.248 -0.0488 <0.05
R Q 0.960 0.632 0.0510 <0.05
R S 0.840 0.723 0.0105 <0.10
R U 0.942 1.093 -0.0164 <0.10
R X 0.866 0.436 0.0398 <0.05
R Z 0.986 0.926 0.0100 >0.10
A A 0.880 1.015 -0.0107 >0.10
A B 0.781 0.453 0.0262 >0.10
A C 0.923 0.909 0.0011 >0.10



constant-model form was chosen for use as the linearized input variable.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

In practice a design engineer uses a design modification factor (Cp) to adjust

allowable stress design (ASD) values (ASD value * Cp) (NFPA 1991) for the effect

(15STR) of WBP-treatments on strength where Cp = 1-OSTR. Thus, the objective of this

project is to determine a rational method for determining the Cp factor for any potential

combination of treatment processing and material quality factors.

Material quality factors have a major role in determining both anticipated

strength and the magnitude of the strength effect. The one set of expected input

variables into the developed models will include quality-related variables which relate

to strength. Grade, size, and in the more abstract sense, expected static strength level

of a piece of lumber are a few examples. The expected static strength level of a piece

is 2.1 * ASD value (NFPA 1991) where 2.1 readjusts a published ASD value to an

expected static strength from the published 10-year assumed stress level and at the same

time removes the factor of safety.

Grade and size factors used as model variables are established through PS20-70

(USDC 1970). While these factors do not grossly change with subsequent treatment they

were shown in Chapter 2 to be highly interactive in determining the magnitude of

treatment effects. As grade increases in a numerical sense, the effect on strength

decreases and Cp increases. Also, as specimen size increases, the effect on strength

decreases and Cp increases. Because the effect of WBP treatments on strength is related

140
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to specimen size, as width, thickness, volume, section modulus, or moment of inertia

increase, oSTR is reduced and Cp increased. To explore these size-related effects, width,

volume and moment of inertia were evaluated as model components.

Mother expected input variable into the developed models would include

treatment processing variables. From Chapter 2 we know that as CCA retention goes up,

its effect on strength increases. Thus, Cp would decrease. Conversely, as the pH of the

CCA treating solution increases or as the pH of an ammoniacal preservative solution

declines, they become more neutral and the effect on strength decreases while Cp

increases. Each of these treatment processing factors was also considered.

Both post-treatment redrying temperature (Ti) and initial kiln-drying temperature

(Ti) were previously shown to be inversely related to strength and Cp. Thus, as Ti or Tr

increase both strength and Cp decrease while OSTR increases. It was anticipated that

thennochemical relationships would follow the general laws of thermodynamics. Thus,

Kelvin temperature scale was selected for defining temperature-related input variables.

First-order phase change potential or the relative potential with respect to undergoing

a material phase change (i.e., in relation to freezing and boiling) was also considered as

an important input criteria (Alberty 1987).

The effect of CCA retention has been attributed to the effect of the pH of the

treating solution (Bendtsen et al 1983). Thus, two possible input parameters were

evaluated, pH and the relative change in wood pH (dpH), which was defined as absolute

value 15.0 - pH 1 where 4.7-5.2 is the reported average pH for Southern Pine (Stamm

1964). While merely using pH would work well for strictly acidic solutions, the use of
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the relative change in pH factor would be more appropriate for modeling both acidic or

basic solutions such as ACQ, ACA, or ACZA. Thus, because of its more mechanistic

character the latter input form was selected for further evaluation.
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MODEL DESCRIPTION

Based on an understanding of the physical principles driving the strength loss

potential of treatment processing and material quality factors, four final candidate model

forms were developed for intensive evaluation. Each of the four candidate models

initially contained terms for either pH or relative change in pH (dpH), initial kiln-drying

temperature, either redrying temperature or phase-change potential (tx), grade, and size

(either as width, section modulus, or moment of inertia or some combination thereof).

However, two used linearized input parameters and two used a traditional modeling

approach. Throughout the four individual candidate model development phases, terms

which did not significantly improve the fit of that model at a<0.10 were systematically

dropped. The resulting descriptions of each model will include only terms which were

found to significantly enhance fit.

The first two models eventually developed after this systematic process were

primarily empirical in nature and used linearized input parameters. The model-input

parameters were derived using linearized input parameters intended to account for

mechanistic relationships, but selected to achieve maximum fit. These models required

the use of the linearized input variables (E, 13) developed in the last section. The latter

two models developed were primarily mechanistic in nature with the individual

parameters associated with each individual or grouped set of model-input variables fit

using an empirical least-squares regression technique. These mechanistic models did not

require the linearized input variables (E, f3) developed in the earlier section. They relied

entirely on the individual relationship between 6STR and the input variables such as pH
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or dpH, drying temperatures, and strength level. Each candidate model has a

characteristic set of assumptions, problems, and advantages associated with its use as

a predictive tool. Each resultant model will now be discussed individually.

Model 2

Model 2 is a compound linear model which employs an initial model (tentatively

called Model 1) which used two sets of variables to generate linearized-input estimates

of the magnitude (b0) and rate-of-change (b) in 6STR with respect to retention, drying

temperatures, grade and size factors. Model 2 further adjusts Model 1 for secondary

factors such as loading rate and moisture content. Material quality factors, such as grade

and width, and treatment processing factors, such as dpH and redrying temperature, are

the variables that drive Model 1, and thus by default these same factors also drive

Model 2. In a simpler form not having material quality factors, Models 1 and 2 are each

extensions of a quadratic response-surface model based on chemical preservative

retention and redrying temperature model developed previously (Winandy et 0 1985).

Model 1 was developed using data solely from Studies 4, 6, 8, B, and D because

far fewer experimental cells were missing over the entire experimental design (Table

4.1). These five studies permitted evaluation of a fairly comprehensive set of complex

second-order interactions. The five studies were each obtained at nearly equal loading

rates and tested under similar 12 percent equilibrium moisture content (EMC)

conditions. Subsequently, Model 2 expands Model 1 to account for loading rate (ROL),

EMC, and the differential characteristics between ammoniacal treatments and the acidic
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solutions for which Model 1 was developed. The general form of Model 1 was:

Co = 1310 + bii*MORK (1)

where Cp1 = predicted residual strength,

b10=b0 + bl*redry + b2*Grade + b3*Width + b23*Grade*Width, (2)

b11=b0 + bl*dpH + b2*redry + b3*Grade + b4*Width +

b34*Grade*Width, (3)

and

MORK = MOR

and from that we derive Model 2 as:

C3)2 = bn*Cpi + b22*ROL + b23*EMC + b24*AC (4)

where ROL = Loglo(ROL) as specified in ASTM D198 (ASTM 1991a),

EMC = P1 / P2 as specified from eqn. (3) of ASTM D2915 (1991e),

and

AC = 1 if treating solution pH > 740.

The ASTM D2915 MC factor was selected over the Green and Evans' Quadratic

Surface (Green and Evans 1989) and the ASTM D1990 (ASTM 1991d) MC adjustment

models because Model 2 assumes independence between Cp1 and EMC which would be

violated if either of the latter two MC adjustment models were used.

Model 2 requires the most complex set of input variables to predict 6STR. It

also has several explicit assumptions. The user assumes that the ROL and EMC effects

on bSTR from Study R are applicable to Studies 4, 6, 8, B, and D. Thus, the implicit

assumption is that no interaction exists between ROL and EMC with respect to pH,
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redry, grade, and size effects. Another implicit assumption is that the redrying

temperature, retention, and grade effects are the same for Study A as found for Studies

4, 6, 8, B, and D, so that no interaction exists between ammoniacal copper (AC) and

pH, redry, grade, and size effects.

The primary advantage of Model 2 was that despite its cumbersome nature, it

worked well. While it will later be shown that it was often the most accurate model,

it tended to be under-predict strength loss when it failed. Because too much data is

missing, the user tends to have less than complete confidence in the predicted results.

Finally, by its rather complex nature, it is prone to excessive over-fitting which might

be a serious potential error in a composite modeling technique such as employed here.

Model 3

Model 3 is a simplified linear model which is very similar to Model 1 except

that it relates to and was fit through use of the global bending strength data set

containing Studies 4, 6, 8, A, B, D, and R (Table 4.1). Like both the earlier models,

Model 3 generates separate estimates of the magnitude (1)0) and rate-of-change (b1) in

OSTR, then combines them in a simple first-order linear format. The primary input

variables which drive Model 3 are the material variables grade, width, and the

grade*width interaction along with anticipated untreated strength (MORK) and the

mechanistic variables dpH and the redrying temperature phase-change ratio (tx). Use

of the phase-change ratio recognizes that the potential for strength loss is more related

to the relative temperature change with respect to the freezing point of water (273°K)
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than to the temperature itself. In the respect that Model 3 is driven by temperature and

retention, it is even more closely related to the quadratic response-surface model

(Winandy et al 1985) than was Model 2. In that Model 3 involves the global data set,

it implicitly assumes that ROL and EMC are not differentially affected and that they are

accounted for by other means. The general form of Model 3 was:

where MORK = MOR (ksi), grade and width (in) are specified by PS20-70 (USDC

1970).

Model 3 requires the same complex set of input variables to predict oSTR as

does Model 2. However, because it analyzes the global data set it has a different set

of explicit assumptions. The primary advantage of Model 3 is that by its global one-step

approach it is slightly less complex to use and to comprehend. Model 3 excelled when

compared to any Model using both the global data set and the linearized input variables

for predicting the effect of both main factors and second-order interactions.

Cp3 = b30 + bm*MORK

where C13 = predicted residual strength from Model 3,

b30 = bo +bl*dpH +b2*tx +b3*grade +b4*width +b34*grade*width

(5)

(6)

1331 = 1)0 +bi*dpH +b2*tx +b3*grade +b4*width +b34*grade*width

and

dpH = I 5 - pH I,

tx = (redry temperature - 273°K) / 273°K,

(7)

(8)

(9)
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Model 5

Model 5 is a mechanistic model transformed to a linear mode using natural

logarithms. In a general sense, Model 5 is a transformed linear hybrid of two earlier

damage-accumulation models, the kinetic model proposed by Caulfield (1985) and the

cumulative damage model proposed by Gerhards (1979). The primary input variables

which drive Model 5 are the material-quality variable of anticipated untreated strength

(MORK) and the mechanistic treatment variables dpH and tx. Model 5 implicitly

assumes that ROL and EMC are not interactive with dpH and tx. It also assumes that

any affect they might have is accounted for by other means in the design process. The

general form of Model 5 is:

-1n(Cps) = bso + bsi*dpH + b52*tx + 1353*(1/MORK) (10)

Model 5 assumes that no interaction exists between pH and redrying temperature

and that grade-related effects can be ignored when using MORK as a defacto material-

quality input variable. Model 5 also assumes that the width effect for treated material

is similar to that exhibited by untreated material.

While stated earlier, it should again be stated for clarity that Model 5 initially

contained terms for both grade and width. Both added to the fit of the model, but to a

lesser degree than did solution pH, strength level, or redrying temperature-related phase-

change potential (tx) in that neither were significant (cts0.10) parameters in the

mechanistic Model 5.

The primary advantages of Model 5 was its mechanistic nature and its simplicity

which enhanced the user's ability to comprehend how and why the model predicted as
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it did. Accordingly, Model 5 was easy to use although the next model also had some

advantages in that regard.

Model 7

Model 7 is another mechanistic model without the log transformation. this model

is quite similar to Model 5, except that it assumes a multiplicative relationship between

the primary input variables of anticipated untreated strength (MORK) and treatment

variables dpH and tx rather than the additive relationship of Model 5. Like Models 3

and 5, Model 7 explicitly assumes that ROL and EMC are accounted for by other means

in the design process. The general form of Model 7 is:

Co = 1 - b71*( y ) (11)

where y = dpH * tx * MORK (12)

Model 7 assumes that no interaction exists between pH and redrying temperature.

Model 7 also assumes that grade-related effects are accounted for by expected strength

and that the width effect for treated material is similar to that exhibited by untreated

material.

The primary advantage of Model 7 was its simplified mechanistic nature. Of the

four candidate models, Model 7 was the easiest to use because it required the use of

only one least-squares fit term.
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MODEL COMPARISONS

The predictive capability of each of the four candidate models to predict

treatment-induced bending strength loss are shown for each study-group combination

(Figures 4.9-4.39). Note that each candidate model had study-group combinations for

which it did an extremely proficient job. Also note that each candidate model had data

sets on which it did a much poorer job of predicting strength loss. A systematic

comparison of predictive capability of the four candidate models with respect to the

observed values for each of the 31 study-group combinations, indicated that Models 2

and 5 did a slightly better job than did Models 3 and 7. While Model 2 did a better job

of accurately predicting strength loss more often than Model 5, Model 2 also tended to

underpredict strength loss more often than did Model 5. The number of times this

occurred was computed by comparing relative positions between the predictions of

Model 2 to those of Model 5 at the 25th percentile or below. The results show that

Model 5 was more conservative 12 of 31 times, Model 2 was more conservative than

Model 5 eight of 31 times, and they were roughly equivalent 12 of 31 times. Thus,

Model 5 was more conservative throughout the lower 25th percentile of the bending

strength distribution 50 percent more than Model 2.

The accuracy and reliability of the predictive capability of the four candidate

models could not be evaluated by comparing common statistics like root mean square

error (RMSE) or correlation coefficient (R2) because these comparative criteria are of

limited application when comparing dissimilar model forms. In extreme cases, when

comparing least-square fitted parameters generated from linear models to those generated
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Figure 4.9. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study 4 Group 1.
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Figure 4.10. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study 4 Group 2.
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Figure 4.11. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study 4 Group 3.
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Figure 4.12. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study 4 Group 4.
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Figure 4.13. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study 6 Group 1.
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Figure 4.14. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study 6 Group 2.
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Figure 4.15. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study 6 Group 3.
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Figure 4.16. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study 6 Group 4.
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Figure 4.17. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study 6Group5.
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Figure 4.18. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study 6 Group 8.
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Figure 4.19. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study 8 Group 1.
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Figure 4.20. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study 8 Group 2.
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Figure 4.21. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study A Group A.
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Figure 4.22. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study A Group B.
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Figure 4.23. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study A Group C.
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Figure 4.24. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study B Group 3.
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Figure 4.25. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study B Group 4.
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Figure 4.26. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study B Group 5.
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Figure 4.27. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study B Group 8.
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Figure 4.28. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study B Group 9.
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Figure 4.29. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study B Group 10.
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Figure 4.30. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study D Group 5.
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Figure 4.31. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study R Group N (10 percent MC-ROL lx).
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Figure 4.32. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study R Group S (10 percent MC-ROL 10x).
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Figure 4.33. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study R Group L (10 percent MC-ROL 100x).
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Figure 4.34. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study R Group U (15 percent MC-ROL lx).
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Figure 4.35. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study R Group T (15 percent MC-ROL 10x).
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Figure 4.36. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study R Group X (15 percent MC-ROL100x).
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Figure 4.37. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study R Group P (green MC-ROL lx).
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Figure 4.38. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study R Group Z (green MC-ROL 10x).
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Figure 4.39. Observed loss in bending strength and predicted loss for each of the four
candidate models for Study R Group 0 (greeen MC-ROL 100x).
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from nonlinear models, comparisons of RMSE and R2 are meaningless. For example,

when comparing a model fit to include a Y-intercept to one fit while constrained to go

through zero, RMSE and R2 can easily be controlled by the constraint that y = 0. An

often used analogy to this dilemma is where a least-squares fit is controlled by one

outlier giving the fitted model a positive slope whereas if that outlier were deleted the

remaining values would yield a negative slope. The constraint that the regression model

intersect at zero is in some cases very analogous to having an outlier. To overcome this

problem, a comparable factor which judged "fit" through an empirically-derived estimate

was needed. This factor could then be used to test the hypothesis that the predicted

values from each candidate model could accurately predict the observed values. To

accomplish this the Differential Predictive Value (dpv)-statistic was developed where:

i j k

dpv = E E E (( p - r )2 / n) (13)

111

where p = predicted 8STR,

r = observed OSTR,

i = number of studies,

j = number of groups in each study, and

k = number of observations (percentiles) in each study-group,

and n = total number of study-group combinations.
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The dvp-statistic is simply a nonparametric estimate of the standard error

associated with the relation between each predicted value and the actual observed value

it predicts. It is quite analogous to standard deviation which assumes normality. The

dvp-statistic was used extensively throughout the In-Grade program to compare fit

between various dissimilar model types (Green and Evans 1988). The calculated dvp-

statistic and the calculated standard error associated with each prediction is given for

each study-group-model combination in Tables 4.5 and 4.6.

Comparisons of the ability of each candidate model to accurately predict strength

loss based on nonparametric standard error derived from the calculated dvp-statistic are

shown in Tables 4.7 (as.0.05) and 4.8 (as0.02) for each study-group-model

combination. Model 2 outperformed Model 5 in accurately predicting strength loss at

ct.10.05 (Table 4.7), but their performance was reversed at as0.02 (Table 4.8). Still, it

was evident that both Models 2 or 5 were more accurate in neither overpredicting or

underpredicting treatment-induced strength loss than were Models 3 or 7.

Recalling that the graphical evaluation indicated that in many cases the four

candidate models were very conservative in that they overpredicted strength loss. A

comparison of the reliability of the calculated dvp-statistic to conservatively predict

strength loss for each study-group-model combination is given in Table 4.9 using a t-test

with as0.05 and in Table 4.10 using an arbitrarily selected practical limit of ±2.5

percent. Model 2 and Model 5 were shown to accurately predict strength loss at nearly

equivalent rates (Figure 4.40). However, if additional points were awarded for

conservativeness and points are subtracted for underpredicting the observed value, then
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Table 4.5. Variance in predictive capability as derived using the dvp-statistic for the
four candidate model forms.

STUDY GROUP
2

MODEL
3 5 7

4 1 0.314 1.036 1.113 1.445
2 2.417 6.501 5.598 12.095
3 2.931 1.075 0.816 3.790
4 0.645 5.380 6.017 7.660

6 1 1.918 3.552 4.084 2.558
2 3.966 6.075 6.138 5.946
3 3.766 7.283 8.492 4.873
4 1.252 1.590 1.635 1.333
5 1.673 1.820 1.768 1.405
8 1.301 2.605 1.819 1.517
1 0.474 0.955 0.532 0.880
2 0.512 1.540 0.641 1.434
A 0.789 17.194 0.864 3.462
B 0.552 15.542 3.994 5.494
C 1.149 1.523 4.297 4.466
3 2.133 1.894 1.826 1.741
4 4.202 3.312 3.320 5.948
5 3.839 3.804 3.298 0.942
8 8.365 7.792 7.639 7.721
9 4.435 6.069 5.721 3.657

10 3.906 5.204 4.454 6.623
5 1.327 0.630 0.993 1.702
L 1.654 0.715 1.090 1.540
N 0.478 2.452 1.271 2.160
P 1.419 0.873 0.867 1.358

1.083 1.797 1.564 1.706
S 4.409 4.693 4.548 3.032
T 1.930 3.793 2.000 2.928
U 0.511 2.399 1.208 1.944
X 3.493 3.265 4.048 3.782
Z 0.424 1.387 0.731 1.861

Average 2.170 3.992 2.980 3.452
Std.Dev. 1.768 3.838 2.213 2.533
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Table 4.6. Standard error associated with each predicted relationship for the four
candidate model forms with standard error derived using the dvp-statistic.

STUDY GROUP
2

MODEL
3 5 7

4 1 0.018 0.032 0.033 0.038
2 0.049 0.081 0.075 0.110
3 0.054 0.033 0.029 0.062
4 0.025 0.073 0.078 0.088

6 1 0.044 0.060 0.064 0.051
2 0.063 0.078 0.078 0.077
3 0.061 0.085 0.092 0.070
4 0.035 0.040 0.040 0.037
5 0.041 0.043 0.042 0.037
8 0.036 0.051 0.043 0.039

8 1 0.022 0.031 0.023 0.030
2 0.023 0.039 0.025 0.038

A A 0.028 0.131 0.029 0.059
B 0.023 0.125 0.063 0.074
C 0.034 0.039 0.066 0.067
3 0.046 0.044 0.043 0.042
4 0.065 0.058 0.058 0.077
5 0.062 0.062 0.057 0.031
8 0.091 0.088 0.087 0.088
9 0.067 0.078 0.076 0.060

10 0.062 0.072 0.067 0.081
5 0.036 0.025 0.032 0.041
L 0.041 0.027 0.033 0.039
N 0.022 0.050 0.036 0.046
P 0.038 0.030 0.029 0.037
Q 0.033 0.042 0.040 0.041
S 0.066 0.069 0.067 0.055
T 0.044 0.062 0.045 0.054
U 0.023 0.049 0.035 0.044
X 0.059 0.057 0.064 0.061
Z 0.021 0.037 0.027 0.043

Average 0.043 0.058 0.051 0.055
Std.Dev. 0.018 0.026 0.020 0.020



1 6 7 7 7
2 2 2 3 3
3 2 3 4 3
4 5 5 6 6

6 1 3 5 4 4
2 4 7 7 6
3 3 4 3 3
4 5 6 a 4
5 5 5 4 3
8 5 5 5 5
1 3 5 4 7
2 5 6 7 6

A A 4 2 3 4
4 o 3 6

C s 5 2 1

3 6 5 5 5
4 5 5 5 3
5 4 5 4 4
8 6 6 6 6
9 7 5 6 6

10 6 6 s 6
5 6 5 5 4

R L 7 6 5 6
6 3 3 3
s 7 6 8
6 3 5 3
5 5 5 8

T 4 3 4 3
3 3 2 3

X 2 3 3 2
Z . 7 4 4 4

Average 4.77 4.55 4.65 4.58
#Tirne Best 17 12 15 12
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Table 4.7. Number of times out of 10 attempts that each candidate model accurately
predicted the observed value when using a t-test with standard error (Table 4.6), degrees
of freedom = 9, and ps0.05-

Study Group Model
2 3 5 7
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1

Table 4.8. Number of times out of 10 attempts that each candidate model accurately
predicted the observed value when using a t-test with standard error (Table 4.6), degrees
of freedom = 9, and ps0.01.

Study Group Model
2 3 5 7

4 1 7 7 7 7
2 5 5 6 6
3 7 4 6 4
4 6 7 7 7

6 1 6 6 5 6
2 7 7 7 7
3 6 6 6 6
4 6 8 8 6
5 6 7 7 7
8 6 6 6 5
1 6 6 7 7
2 7 7 8 6
A 6 5 5 4
B 5 7 7 7
C 8 8 8 7

B 3 8 6 6 7
4 6 6 6 6
5 6 5 7 7

1

8 6 6 7 6
1

9 8 8 8 8
10 7 8 7 7

D 5 6 5 6 6
R L 7 7 6 7

N 7 6 7 5
P 7 9 7 9
Q 7 5 5 6
S 9 7 9 9
T 6 6 6 5
U 7 4 6 5
X 4 5 6 5
Z 7 5 5 5

Average 6.52 6.26 6.58 6.29
irrime Best 19 18 22 16
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Table 4.9. Comparison of the accuracy and reliability (i.e., conservativeness) in the
predictive capability of each model using a t-test at ps0.05. Two points were awarded
for accurately predicting, one point awarded for conservatively over-predicting, and one
point subtracted for under-predicting treatment effects on strength.

Study Model 2 Model 3 Model 5 Model 7
Group <= > <= <= > <= >
411 641 731 821 82

2 1 55 I 55 55 1
I

55
3 I 64 5 4 1 I 3 5 27 3412 5 31 641 7 3 1 6 4

6 1 1 2 5 3 1 5 5 155 1462J 2 6 213 7 13 7 1 3 73f 4 6 16 4 J6 4 15 5
4 I 1 6 3 I 2 8 2 8 I 1 6 3
5 6 4 2 6 2 I 1 6 3 4 3
8 1 2 5 3.2 2 6 2 12 6 2 12 5 3812 6 2 1 4 6 1 6 4 1 3 7
2 1 1 7 2 1 3 7 128 146

A A 1 2 621 2 8 1 1 5 4J 46B 352 1 3 7 1 64 64C 28 1 28 1 55 64B3 8211 6311 63 73
4 5 51 6 41 6 4 5 5
5 5 5 J5 5 IS 4 4 6
8 6 4! 6 41 6 4 6 4
9 37 1 28 1 28 28
10 1 6 3 1 8 2 1 7 3 7 3D5 46 Ii 5411 6 3 4 4 2RP 1 6311 9 1 1 72 1 9
Z 3 7 16 4 15 5 6 4

1 7 213 5 213 5 2 3 5 2
3 6 1 I 7 36 4 55T 46 46 I 55 64

X 1 2 4 412 3 512 3 512 4 4
1 3 6 1 1 5 5 146 173

1 7 3 1 641 9 1 1 91
L 1 3 7 1 3 6 1 1 3 6 1 1 3 6 1

Count 62 185 63 174 175 61 169 184 57 181 174 55
1 1

Subtotal 62 370 -63 174 350 -61 169 368 -57 181 348 -55

Total Points 369 363 380 374



Study Model 2 Model 3 Model 5 Model 7
Group < = > < = > < = >

4 1 1 7 3 1

2 1 1 9 1

1 10

411 6 3)6114 3 3)
213 2 5)3(7 2 11
4 1 244154
8 1 3 4 3)

8 1 1 2 6 2 1

2 1 1 8 1)
AA( 2 6 2

B 35246
3 55
4 37
5 82
8 46
9 811
10 6 1 3
5 46

RP 1 54Z 28262
U 1 8 1T 73
XI 4 1 5

1 2 8
( 10

L 1 3 7

73) 7 3 1 73
6 3 1 3 5 2 I 7 3

10 2 8 10

3 7 3 7) 3 7
6 3 1 I 7 2 1 1 6 2 2
4.. 4 2 I 4 4 2 1 5 4 191 (91 182352 2 8

3352 3 3 4 I 5
3 4
2 3

5 1 413 4 312 5 3
5 5 I 7 3 1 3 755 128 (5510(1 451 1 9

10 10 10
4 4 2 10 10
2 4 4(2 4 4(1 4 5

2 8 2 8 2 891 (82 4 5 1

1 5 4 1 1 54) 64
8 2

18
2 622

6 4 1 613 3 6 4
1 5 411 5 4(4 3 3
1 8 1 1 1 7 2(2 864 (55 173
5 3 2(3 5 2(5 3 282 721 7 3

10 8 2 941 5)4 61491 182
2 81 10 46

3 6 1 1 3 5 2(3 6 1

91

Count 91 133 86 1123 90 97 1109 105 96 1115 101 94
1

Subtotal 91 266 -86 1123 180 -97 1109 210 -96 1115 202 -94

Total Points 271 206 223 223
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Table 4.10. Comparison of the accuracy and reliability (i.e., conservativeness) in the
predictive capability of each model using an arbitrarily select limit of ±2.5 percent. Two
points were awarded for accurately predicting, one point awarded for conservatively
over-predicting, and a point subtracted for under-predicting treatment effects on strength.
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Figure 4.40. Standard error of the two best candidate models (Models 2 and 5) for each study-group combination.
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Model 5 did a slightly better overall job when compared to Models 2, 3, and 7 (Table

4.9). Further note that in this comparison, both mechanistic-type Models 5 and 7 did

best. When a much more restrictive limit 01+2.5 percent was used to compare accuracy

and reliability, Model 2 did best with no difference between Models 5 or 7, which in

turn, both did better than Model 3 (Table 4.10). If this practical limit were to be further

opened up to +5 percent, the relative performance in accuracy and reliability was closer

that shown in Table 4.9 because the nonparametrically calculated standard error derived

from the dvp-statistic averaged from 0.04 to 0.06 (Table 4.6).

A hypothetical set of predictions of Cp for various combinations of treatment,

redrying, and grade are shown for Model 2 (Figure 4.41) and Model 5 ((Figure 4.42).

When comparing the observed Cp values of the individual global data sets (Figures 4.1-

4.8) to the predicted values presented in Figures 4.41 and 4.42, Model 5 seems more

realistic. This conclusion is based on the excessively low treated-to-untreated ratios

predicted by Model 2 for lower-strength material in the No. 1 and better grade and for

the higher-strength material in the No. 2 grade. These unrealistic results for Cp when

using Model 2 relate to the apparently excessive influence of the grade-strength

interaction exhibited by Model 2. While several earlier papers have noted a grade-related

effect (Barnes and Winandy 1989, Winandy 1988), the magnitude of the grade-related

interaction with ; in Model 2 seems unreasonable because grade is an arbitrary value

defined through Standards and Code authorities and not a physical characteristic.

In summation, given the relative performance of the four candidate models,

empirically-derived Model 2 and the mechanistic Model 5 appear to better predict
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Figure 4.41. Predicted treated-to-untreated strength effects for a treatment having three pH levels and two redrying
temperature levels (air-dry or 71°C) on bending strength when using the empirical-mechanistic model (Model 2).
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Figure 4.42. Predicted treated-to-untreated strength effects for a treatment having three pH levels and two redrying
temperature levels (air-dry or 71°C) on bending strength when using the mechanistic model (Model 5).
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strength loss when compared to both Models 3 and 7. When individually compared to

Model 2, Model 5 appeared to better predict treatment-induced strength loss based on

its more conservative predictive nature and its enhanced ease-of-use.

TENSILE STRENGTH COMPARISONS

The ability of Model 5 to accurately and reliably predict the effects of treatment

on tensile strength was evaluated using nonparametric standard error derived using the

dvp-statistic. The results presented in Table 4.11 clearly show that the error associated

with tensile strength predictions is generally less than for comparable bending strength

predictions when directly comparing the results from study T and B.

In summation, it appears that Model 5 can be used to predict WBP-treatment

effects on both tensile and bending strength. As such, final least-squares fit parameters

for Model 5 are given in Table 4.12.



Table 4.11. Standard error associated with each prediction for Model 5
when comparing that model with either the bending data or the tension
data when standard error equals the square root of the dvp-statistic.
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Temperature

Initial
kiln-drying

Temperature

Kiln-
Redrying

Standard Error of Model 5

Bending Tension
(eC) (°C)

91 20 0.0503 0.0504

71 0.0818 0.1219

116 0.0615 0.0517

113 20 0.0982 0.0531

71 0.0830 0.0369

116 0.0985 0.0683



Table 4.12. Final predicted least-squares fit parameters associated with
Model 5 when comparing bending or tension data.

196

Terms
bi

Modified
Term

Model 5 fit with
Bending Data
and
without Tension
Data

Model 5 fit with
Tension Data and
without Bending
Data

Model 5 fit with
both Bending and
Tension Data

130 Intercept -0.341 -0.472 -0.392

b1 1/MORK -0.289 -0.260 -0.263

b2 tx 0.327 0.276 0.292

dpH 0.143 0.195 0.164

RMSE 0.0647 0.0708 0.0714

R2 0.382 0.278 0.297
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CONCLUSIONS

The loss in bending strength from preservative treatment was significantly

(cts0.05) related to dpH, tx, material-quality, width, and in some cases a significant

grade*width interaction.

The best mechanistic model did as well as the best empirical model. The

second-best mechanistic model also did as well as the second-best empirical model.

Both mechanistic and empirical models provided an acceptable level of predictive

capability, but neither was flawless. In some cases, the models fit poorly. However,

these cases seemed to be characterized by extremely variable treated-to-untreated

strength-loss ratios which might indicate lack of uniformity in the data as opposed to

lack of fit for the models.

Mechanistic Model 5 was selected as best with general form of:

-1n(C) = b50 + b51*dpH + b52*tx + b53*(1/MORK) (10)

where

dpH = 5 - PH (8)

tx = (redry temperature - 273°K) / 273°K, (9)

MORK = MOR (ksi), and

b50, b51, b52, and b53 are least-square fit parameters given in Table 4.12.

This decision to select Model 5 was based on the nearly equivalent accuracy and the

slightly better reliability of Model 5 when compared to the best empirical Model 2. It

was also based on its generally conservative predictive nature, ease of use and ease in

conceptualizing the predictive results of Model 5.
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PROPOSED PROCEDURE FOR EVALUATING THE

EFFECTS OF WATERBORNE PRESERVATIVES OR FIRE-RETARDANT

TREATMENTS ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF TREATED LUMBER

SCOPE

This appendix presents a procedure for assessing the initial adjustments to

allowable design stresses for lumber treated with candidate waterbome preservative

(WBP) or fire-retardant (FR) formulations. It also presents an optional procedure for

assessing the effect of extended exposure to elevated temperatures of 150°F (66°C) when

performance information of this type is deemed appropriate by anticipated in-service use

of the treated product. An example of such would be treated lumber anticipated for use

in roof trusses. Overall this proposed procedure is intended to assess the effects on

allowable stress design values for either WBP or FR treatments. It is also intended as

a replacement for the now defunct Appendix Q in the 1986 National Design

specification (NFPA 1986). It further presents an optional new procedure for assessing

the potential for additional strength loss on exposure of FR treated lumber to elevated

temperatures.

The test method involves three distinct procedures. The first mandatory

procedures use lumber graded under rules of the American Lumber Standard PS-20 (US

Dept. of Commerce 1986) and a sorting criteria in which individual specimens are

distributed to experimental groups based on a nondestructive assessment of modulus of

elasticity to yield E-matched groups. The four matched experimental groups (two
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treated and two untreated groups) are tested, one each in bending and in tension parallel

to grain. The second mandatory procedure involves cutting small clear specimens from

the failed bending and tension parallel lumber specimens to evaluate compression

parallel, compression perpendicular, horizontal shear, and fastener performance. The

optional final procedure uses lumber specimens exposed for 16 weeks (112 days) at

150°F (66°C)/50 percent relative humidity (RH).

The elevated temperature procedure uses exposure conditions which are not

representative of the cyclic environmental conditions existing in roof systems.

Therefore, strength results may not precisely reflect cyclic exposure conditions, but

would probably be indicative of long-term performance (Kim and LeVan 1990).

This procedure may involve hazardous chemicals, materials, operations, and

equipment. This procedure does not purport to address the safety problems associated

with its use. It is the responsibility of the user of this procedure to establish appropriate

safety and health practices and determine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior

to use.

TERMINOLOGY

Definitions used in this test procedure are in accordance with Terminology

ASTM D9, D1165, and E176 (ASTM 1991a,c,e).

SUMMARY OF TEST METHOD

The general objectives of the test method are to develop data to adjust allowable
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design stresses of WBP- or FR-treated lumber and to provide additional optional

guidance on in-service thermal stability where exposure to temperatures up to 150°F

(66°C)/75 percent relative humidity are anticipated as in-service use conditions.

The initial lumber methodology has two distinct objectives. They are to assess:

initial effects throughout the bending property distribution and

throughout the tension parallel property distribution to allow computation

of allowable stress design modification factors in bending and tension

parallel for material treated with the candidate WBP or FR treatment.

initial effects of fire-retardant treatments on median values for

compression parallel, compression perpendicular, horizontal shear

properties and fastener performance are evaluated using small clear

specimens.

performance of WBP- or FR-treated lumber exposed to prolonged

elevated temperatures to predict in-service thermal stability by

computation of ASD modification factors for treated material exposed to

prolonged exposure at elevated temperature on bending properties (if

deemed appropriate).

SIGNIFICANCE AND USE

The mechanical properties evaluated by this test method provide the following:

1) Data for developing treatment modification factors for the allowable design

properties of WBP- or FR treated lumber when used at near room temperatures.
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2) Data for developing temperature modification factors for the allowable design

properties of WBP or FR treated lumber when exposed to elevated temperatures

and humidities.

METHODOLOGY

This method presents a series of procedures which present a comprehensive means to

assess the initial effects of WBP or FR treatments on the allowable design stresses of

lumber and the potential for additional strength loss on exposure to elevated

temperatures. For Objective 1, bending and tension properties would be assessed using

matched FR treated and untreated groups of 50 specimens. For Objective 2,

compression parallel, compression perpendicular, and horizontal shear properties, and

fastener performance would be assessed using short clear sections cut from the failed

bending specimens. For the optional Objective 3, median trend/effects of prolonged

exposure to elevated temperature are assessed using lumber specimens matched to those

used in Objective 1.

Material

Two hundred pieces 2 by 4, 12-foot, Southern Pine No. 1 & better lumber having

at least 50 percent Select Structural are required (three hundred pieces are required if

the optional high-temperature exposure is employed). Longer material may be

substituted. These grades are suggested because previous studies assessing the effects

of waterborne preservatives on the strength and stiffness of 2-inch lumber have shown
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that higher grades will conservatively estimate the effects for lower grades (Winandy

and Boone 1988; Winandy 1989; Winandy et al 1991). An additional set of lower grade

lumber specimens could be tested under these procedures if specific design guidance is

required for No. 2 grade treated lumber.

Sorting

The 200 pieces are sorted into four groups of 50 specimens having matched

density and stiffness profiles. Such a procedure yields correlated experimental results

(Winandy & Boone 1988, Winandy 1989; LeVan et al 1990; Winandy et al 1991). If

the optional high-temperature exposure is employed, 300 pieces are sorted into six

density-E matched groups of 50 specimens. Two groups (one untreated and one treated

with the candidate WBP or FR treatment) are randomly chosen from the 4 density-E

matched groups and designated for evaluating the initial effects of the treatment on

bending properties. The two remaining groups of specimens (one untreated/one treated)

are designated for evaluating the initial effects of the treatment on tension parallel

properties. If the optional high-temperature exposure is employed, the fifth and sixth

groups (one treated and one untreated) are used to assess the on-going reduction in

strength after prolonged exposure to elevated temperature.

Treating

Two groups of 50 specimens designated for initial effects of bending and tension

parallel and the optional third group of 50 specimens designated for the effects of
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elevated temperature are treated with the candidate WBP or FR formulation under study.

All processing parameters should be monitored by a certified, independent, third-party

inspection agency to assure that pressure, vacuum, temperature, and duration, and

post-treatment kiln-drying temperatures and durations do not exceed permissible

limitations (AWPA 1991a,b).

Exposure to Elevated Temperature

If appropriate, the two groups of 50 specimens (1 treated and 1 untreated) are

exposed in a conditioning chamber to 66°C (150°F)/ 75 percent relative humidity for

various durations. After 16 weeks (112 days) of exposure the two groups are removed

and equilibrated to 12 percent MC at 75 F/65 percent RH.

Mechanical Testing

Four groups of 50 specimens were designated for assessing initial WBP or FR

treatment effects. One treated and one untreated group are tested in on edge in bending

as described in ASTM D-4761 (ASTM 1991d). Where possible, the grade-dictating

defect should be centered in the maximum moment area and orientated toward the

tension face. This is done to be conservative considering the limited number of

specimens evaluated. The other treated and untreated groups are tested in tension as

described in ASTM D4761 (ASTM 1991d). Compression parallel is assessed using a

12-inch section of nominal 2 by 4 cut from the grade-stamped end of the 25 specimens

clustered around the bending strength median. Horizontal shear and compression
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perpendicular are assessed using two 6-inch sections of nominal 2 by 4 cut from the end

opposite the grade-stamped end for the 25 specimens clustered around the bending

strength median. Fastener performance is assessed using undamaged material remaining

(requires fifty 18-inch sections each fastened together using a 3- x 3-inch truss plate and

tested in tension). Though deviation exists in the physical size of the small clear

specimens tested, the load rates and size/load ratios for each test should parallel that

specified in ASTM D-143 (1991b).

REPORT

Note any deviations from any specified procedure. Considering the broad

objectives of this entire procedure, test results should be reported in a manner which

allows the designer/engineer to interpret the implications of the data:

1) Initial effects on Bending and Tensile properties:

A cumulative frequency distribution comparing treated-to-untreated

performance across the entire property distribution for MOE, MOR, and

WML in bending and for MOE and UTS in tension.

A overall computation of the relative Treated/Untreated ratio in each

reported property in la over the entire distribution

2) Initial effects on Compression parallel, compression perpendicular, and

horizontal shear properties:

a) Median, standard deviation and range shall be reported for each property.
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3) Trends/Elevated Temperature effects on MOE, MOR, and WML in bending

(if appropriate):

A cumulative frequency distribution comparing treated-to-untreated

performance across the entire property distribution for MOE, MOR, and

WML in bending.

An overall computation of the relative Treated/Untreated ratio after

high-temperature exposure in each reported property in la over the entire

distribution.

A comparison of the Ratios obtained in lb and 3b above.

PRECISION AND BIAS

The precision of this test method has not yet been determined. When further data are

available, a precision statement will be included. Since there is no accepted reference

material suitable for determining the bias of the procedure in this test method, bias has

not been determined.
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